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CREATING GOOD LEADERS
When choosing a professional partner, you should demand a commitment to success equal to your own—the kind of commitment you get from BASF. While other companies were bailing out on the turf industry to chase profits in pharmaceuticals, BASF was actually divesting its pharmaceutical holdings to free up resources to serve you better. That means billions in R&D to add innovative new products to our already top-performing portfolio. It means unsurpassed customer service and a long-term commitment to the future of the turf industry. Most of all, it means working side by side with you to make it better.

We don't make the turf. We make it better.
FAST, EASY, BEAUTIFUL

CLASSIC MOWING BY WALKER FOR OVER 22 YEARS

You need a beautiful mowing job (you are a landscape artist).

You need to do the job fast (time is money).

You need to be easy on the operator (the operator may be you).

You need a Walker Mower.

If you do not own a Walker, we invite you to see a Walker demonstrated on your property.

It's time to move into classic mowing by Walker.

WALKER MANUFACTURING CO.
5925 E. HARMONY ROAD • DEPT. LM
FORT COLLINS, CO 80528
(800) 279-8537 • www.walkermowers.com

Independent, Family Owned Company Designing and Producing Commercial Riding Mowers since 1980
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LOG ON FOR BREAKING GREEN INDUSTRY NEWS
Day in, day out we work our hydros and gear-drives, too, but from a slightly different perspective. We routinely turn our walk-behinds over and over in our minds, obsessively looking for ideas that will enhance your profitability. Visit www.exmark.com/innovationone to view just a few of the radical refinements we’ve come up with lately, and trust a lot more are on the way.
next month
WHAT’S COMING UP IN MARCH

• Cover story: Focus on your strengths
  Learn strategies to get better at what you do best, whether it be design/build or maintenance

• Common sod job screw-ups
  10 ways to not get paid for your next turf installation project

• Mow for profit
  Tips to make sure you do better than break even with mowing

• Herbicide options
  What's out there for you, and what's coming

• Skid-steers and accessories
  In the market for a skid-steer? Want to save time and labor with a new attachment? Check this out

• How to grow fast
  Learn from one landscape company owner’s bumpy ride on the acquisition trail

• Plus: Former Major Leaguer Paul Zwaska reveals more of his secrets in maintaining the perfect infield, landscape pros speak out in "Inside the Owner's Head," the latest news in Industry Almanac, and more.

Get the latest e-newsletter covering the landscape industry delivered to your desktop—FREE

Growing TRENDS
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

Professional Grounds Management Society
720 Light Street
Baltimore, MD 21230
410/752-3318

Professional Lawn Care Association of America
1000 Johnson Ferry Rd., NE, Suite C-135
Marietta, GA 30068-2112
770/977-5222
www.plcaa.org

Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment
1156 15th St. NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005
202/872-3860
www.acpa.org/rise

Sports Turf Managers Association
1375 Rolling Hills Loop
Council Bluffs, IA 51501-8552
712/366-2669; 800/323-3875
www.aip.com/stma

Turf and Ornamental Communicators Association
P.O. Box 156
New Prague, MN 56071
612/756-5811

Sign up for your own Growing Trends e-newsletter today!
Landscapers...Contractors...
here's the perfect complement
to your loader fleet!

What can it do?
You name it. The MT50 digs, drills, tills, trenches, moves material — and all kinds of other jobs you'll think of when you're out on the worksite.

Only 36 inches wide!
The MT50 mini track loader lets you work in tight spots, both indoors and out...slips easily through most doorways and fence gates.

Get versatile! Hook up your MT50 to a wide choice of hard-working Bobcat attachments, including:
Angle Broom • Auger • Bucket • Landplane • Pallet Fork • Tiller • Trencher
Utility Blade • Utility Fork • Utility Grapple

Call or visit our website for a FREE "Bobcat: One Tough Animal" Video Catalog and a 2002 Buyer's Guide

Bobcat Company • P.O. Box 6000 • West Fargo, ND 58078 • 701-241-8700

www.bobcat.com/mini
Nu-Gro Technologies is a leading manufacturer and marketer of controlled release nitrogen sources throughout the world. Our goal is providing the highest quality, environmentally acceptable products for the market place.

Nu-Gro Technologies, Inc. 2680 Horizon Drive SE, Suite F5, Grand Rapids, MI 49546
Telephone: 1-888-370-1874 www.nugrotech.com
Ask 'em what they think

How would a weekend at the Chicago Ritz Carlton sound to you? Would you treat yourself to a great meal? Check out a blues club? Take in an afternoon Cubs game at Wrigley? I can think of about two dozen things to do in Chicago on a weekend, particularly if somebody else is picking up the tab.

Robert Kinnucan is president of Kinnucan Total Landscape Management. I sat with him and several other landscape pros at an ALCA round table this past November.

Robert's company, based in Lake Bluff, IL, competes in the take-no-prisoners Chicagoland market. Some of the biggest and toughest regional operations in the nation duke it out there. Thousands of smaller operators growl over pieces of the market the big guys don't snap up.

If you want to be in the landscape business (and stay in business) in this market, you can't afford to be timid. And Kinnucan's firm is not timid.

Give to receive

Several seasons ago, it put up the money for the Ritz Carlton weekend and offered the promotion in a survey to homeowners in several upscale neighborhoods it wanted to penetrate. The Ritz Carlton agreed to a special rate, realizing it would reap some positive publicity in those neighborhoods. The response from potential clients was great, says Robert.

Even though that was a one-shot deal, Kinnucan preaches the value of ongoing customer contact. He regularly mails clients a one-page survey folded in thirds that they can complete and return within 30 seconds. Respondents are eligible to win $100 in free services from his company. Drawings are held quarterly.

The mailer's purpose is to measure client satisfaction. If there's a problem with his firm's services, it will show up on the survey and his managers can take action.

Kinnucan says the surveys keep his company's name and services in front of customers' eyes, serving as another form of advertising, subtle but effective.

But even the lure of winning a valuable prize sometimes can't generate the kind of response, at least not quickly enough, that Kinnucan sometimes feels he needs to keep his operation on track. "Often you get a delayed bounce on these surveys," he says.

Then it's time to call or meet with customers personally and find out what they think about your services and, perhaps, find out what else you can do for them.

Nobody in this business can afford to offer an expenses-paid weekend or $100 in free work to a client every time you contact them. But almost all customers will appreciate that you've asked them what they think anyway.

Take this opportunity to thank clients for allowing you to serve them, too. Your brief and simple customer satisfaction surveys probably pack a lot more goodwill than you think.

Contact Ron at 440/891-2636 or e-mail at rhall@advanstar.com

Brief and simple customer satisfaction surveys probably pack a lot more goodwill than you think.
Help! Manager is in a funk

Everybody, including great performers like Tiger Woods and Michael Jordan, suffers the occasional slump.

Those of us in the landscape and lawn industry are far from immune. Our business is intensely competitive, the work can be physically and emotionally demanding, and sometimes the days and weeks never seem to end. It’s understandable why some of our most proficient managers or top-producing employees sometimes lose focus.

“Ouch! This scenario sounds similar to situations that we have encountered,” says K. Biene Schaefer, Landscapes By Atlantic Nurseries, Long Island, NY. “Our biggest error was avoidance. We didn’t know if the employee perceived the company to be the root of their situation or if it stemmed from elsewhere.”

She advises to come right out and find out what’s bothering the employee. “Ask the question and be prepared for a tough answer or criticism. Then we can tackle the problem and perhaps arrive at a win/win situation.

“Or, we may be able to extend a helping hand. In either case, the outcome will be better than if we avoid the situation. We don’t have to play therapist, but we should provide a listening ear. We don’t have to fix their personal problem, but we may be able to do a bit of legwork and come up with outside resources for the employee,” says Schaefer.

Experienced landscape company owners are on the lookout for struggling employees, and try to get them out of the slump before their behavior affects co-workers and the organization. Or, threatens their own careers.

Steve Corrigan, Mountain View Landscape, Chicopee, MA, favors having a “heart-to-heart” with an employee whose performance suddenly sags.

“I ask the employee, ‘what’s happening? We have customers and team members that aren’t happy with your attitude and performance. Is there something wrong at work or at home? Is there something that we can do?’

“The team member will usually start to tell you the problems and issues that are causing this unacceptable behavior and performance. That’s when we must listen!”

Corrigan says that after he and the employee talk over the points that have been discussed, they’ll lay out a path to get the employee functioning as a valuable team member again. After that, it’s up to the employee.

Some problems are beyond a business owner’s control. “Family issues are tough,” admits Corrigan. But if the employee is suffering burnout, the solution might be as simple as some time off. “Work will be there tomorrow,” he says.

Here's a deal good enough to sit up and beg for.

A genuine Great Dane Scamper HG now at an unbelievable price. And best yet, you can put it "on the card," taking advantage of the John Deere Credit revolving credit plan. No ordinary walk-behind, this dual-drive hydro is one of the easiest to use. Thanks to single-lever tracking. And a wide wheel stance for greater stability on hills. See your dealer today for a great deal on a Great Dane. At this price you really can afford to run with the big dogs.

*Offer good through March 31, 2002. Subject to approved credit for qualified buyers on John Deere Credit Revolving Plan for commercial use. Reduced payments for first 12 months based on 1% of amount financed. After first 12 months, payments will be based on 3% of the amount financed. Taxes, freight and setup may increase monthly payments. Available at participating Great Dane dealers. See dealer for details.
YOU CAN DO IT!

FLYING SCHOOL, 1989

HEIGHTS CLIMBED EVEREST, 1995

GRUBS TREATED WITH MERIT, 2001

CLOWNS
If, however, you want to fear no grub, then you need MERIT® Insecticide. MERIT from Bayer Corporation has been hard at work since 1994 and is your best bet for protecting turf from grubs. MERIT gives you pre-damage control with the most effective solution from egg-lay through second instar. We're not clowning around.

Fear no grub, guaranteed, with MERIT from Bayer. For more information, contact Bayer Corporation, Professional Care, Box 4913, Kansas City, Missouri 64120. (800) 842-8020. BayerProCentral.com
**AGCO execs die in plane crash**

DULUTH, GA — AGCO Corp.’s president and CEO, John Shumejda, and Ed Swingle, its senior vice president for sales and marketing, died in a plane crash at a Birmingham, England airport Jan. 4, 2002. The company said Robert J. Ratliff, executive chairman, will be assuming the additional responsibility of president & CEO on an interim basis.

**Syngenta, Bayer resolve dispute**

BASEL, SWITZERLAND — Syngenta AG and Bayer AG have reached an agreement on their intellectual property disputes in neonicotinoid chemistry. Under the agreement, Syngenta will pay Bayer $120 million for full access to crop protection and related markets worldwide.

**Florist Mutual becomes Hortica**

EDWARDSVILLE, IL — Hortica is the new name of the company formerly known as Florists’ Mutual Insurance Company. President and CEO Robert McClennan says the name change better reflects the broader market now being served by the company.

**SePRO buys Dow’s flurprimidol**

CARMEL, IN — SePRO Corporation purchased the worldwide rights of flurprimidol plant growth regulator from Dow AgroSciences LLC. Flurprimidol is marketed under the trademarks Topflor, Cutless and Greenfield.

---

**Student Career Days is big in ’02**

EAST PEORIA, IL — Representatives from almost 200 landscape companies will check out the cream of this year’s crop of hort, turf and ag business students at the ALCA Student Career Days on the campus of Illinois Central College here March 21-24.

Last year’s event, held at Colorado State University, attracted more than 700 students representing 48 schools. Organizers say that several new schools are sending students and as many as 800 participants — from two- and four-year institutions — will compare their skills in a series of 21 landscape-related competitions. Industry suppliers and landscape contracting firms sponsor the events, but the real action takes place at the concurrent Career Fair at the nearby Hotel Père Marquette. This year, ALCA carved out space for about 90 booths in the ballroom of the hotel, and by mid January only a few vacancies remained.

Another feature of the Student Career Days this year is an on-line resume posting and job openings listing service provided by GrowCareer.com. This service provides immediate access to information about the

---

**Gowan acquires Rubigan**

INDIANAPOLIS — Gowan Company, Yuma, AZ, and Margarita Internacional, Madeira, Portugal, announced on Jan. 23 that they are buying Rubigan fungicide and Magister insecticide from Dow AgroSciences LLC.

Professional turf managers are very familiar with Rubigan, a liquid broad-spectrum insecticide, used to prevent and cure dollar spot and other damaging diseases on turfgrass and ornamentals. Rubigan, active ingredient fenarimol, is also used to control Poa annua in overseeded warm-season turf.

Magister, active ingredient fenazaquin, is not currently registered and sold in the United States, but is used in over 25 other countries to control spider mites on several important fruit and vegetable crops, as well as ornamentals.

Gowan will market the products in the United States and Canada, Gowan de Mexico in Mexico and Margarita Internacional outside of North America.
National “Do Not Call” list proposed

WASHINGTON, D.C. — If you sell via telemarketing, you should be watching a Senate bill to establish a national “Do Not Call” list. Senate bill 1881, sponsored by Senator Chris Dodd (D-CT) this past December, has been referred to the Committee on Commerce, Science & Transportation.

The bill, if passed, would require the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to set up a national list maintained by states. Fourteen states have already established “Do Not Call” lists, and another six are implementing them.

Other provisions would reduce calling hours to 9 a.m.-9 p.m. and prohibit calls from 5 p.m.-7 p.m. Also, list brokers would be required to scrub their lists of consumers on the national list before selling them to telemarketers. Consumers who ask to be on the list will remain on it until they ask to be removed. Landscape and lawn business owners tell Landscape Management that “Do Not Call” lists have not had an impact on their sales in those states where they’re in effect. Generally, consumers who ask to be placed on such lists aren’t interested in buying products, any product, over the telephone, say the landscape pros.

RBI changes name

LITTLETON, CO — Landscape construction firm and golf course contractor Randall & Blake, Inc. (RBI) has changed its name to American Civil Constructors, Inc. RBI and San Francisco-based West Coast Bridge merged in 1999, but RBI continued to operate under its name.

“The reason we’re doing it now is that we’ve acquired all these companies and we have so many names out there right now that we felt we needed to form one corporate identity,” says Jody Randall, Marketing Manager.

Other major acquisitions the company’s made since 1999 include Jack’s Nursery, Slidell, LA, and Pavement Specialists, Inc., Roanoke, TX.

Rick Randall and Dave Ricciatiello of West Coast Bridge will continue to lead the company along with the support of CEO Bill Yearsley.

HUNTING FOR A NEW OPPORTUNITY?

Set Your Sights on an Express Blower

With the Express Blower, you can target new markets and take your business to a higher level. With one worker and an Express Blower, you can have more done by 9 a.m. than a crew of five could do in a day.

800-285-7227 www.expresblower.com

Express Blower is a division of Renus Forest By-Products, Inc., Eugene, OR

Circle 131
Bobcat donates over $200,000 to 9-11 victims and families

WEST FARGO, ND — The Bobcat Company has donated $208,300 to the American Red Cross in support of the 9-11 relief work.

Shortly after cleanup efforts in New York began, Bobcat immediately shipped additional units to area dealers, and the dealers supplied their customers with additional machines, maintenance supplies and attachments. Yet Bobcat wanted to do something more.

“Seeing images of the rescue on network television, and knowing Bobcat equipment owners were working at ground zero, made it all the more compelling to help,” says Chuck Hoge, Bobcat’s president and CEO.

Also, on Sept. 17th, Bobcat began manufacturing a Spirit of America special edition skid-steer loader painted in patriotic colors. The company announced to its dealers that it would donate $400 to the American Red Cross for each special edition machine ordered, and gave local Bobcat distributors three days to place the orders. The company also announced additional donations of $100 for other Bobcat loader models ordered by September 30th. In all, more than 300 Spirit of America commemorative skid-steer loaders were ordered, plus an additional 883 units backed by the smaller contribution.

The Toro Company named Mark Mullowney national finance manager.

Deere and Company announced the retirement of 30-year employee Kenneth L. Edwards. Edwards had been the director of marketing and sales for John Deere Golf & Turf since its inception in 1986.

Syngenta Corporation has given Bob Woods, chairman, responsibility for Syngenta Crop Protection in NAFTA, which includes Syngenta Professional Products.

Lifestyle Landscaping, North Ridgeville, OH, appointed Dan Wolfe multiple account manager.

Komatsu Zenoah America hired Afshin Mehraban as assistant marketing manager for its RedMax handheld power equipment.

Otterbine Barebo named Steve Blackshire southeast regional sales manager.

Aquatrols named Vic Swann national sales manager, Colleen Clifford marketing assistant, and Mark Cleveland territory manager.

FMC Corp. appointed Jim Walter turf & ornamental/general household pest segment manager.

Using Syngenta? You get points for that.

Earn points every time you purchase a Syngenta product, including Daconil®, Barricade®, Heritage®, and more. Then trade points in for valuable rewards your business can use. Like a palm PC. A laptop. Or all sorts of equipment. Join GreenPartners™ today. Because it’s easy to score big with Syngenta.

www.greenpartnersonline.com

LandTek Group improves New York City soccer field

NEW YORK — LandTek Group of Amityville, NY, put a little bit of good back in lower Manhattan recently by renovating a full-size soccer field at New York City’s East River Park in December.

When Mike Ryan, president of LandTek, and Marty Lyons, former New York Jets player who is now LandTek’s sales and marketing director, were asked to do the work by representatives of the New York City Parks Department, they were happy to volunteer. “It was a challenge we had to take on,” says Ryan.

LandTek staff worked around the clock for six days and finished in time for a party attended by many children and families who lost loved ones in the September 11th terrorist attacks.

Approximately 100,000 square feet of Edel Grass from Holland was installed by LandTek to replace dirt and rocks at the field, located at East 6th Street. Other companies fixed a dilapidated amphitheater in the park.

After artificial turf was laid down, recycled rubber pellets donated by Ford Motor Company were brushed in at an average of three lbs. per square foot.

A LandTek crew attached sections of artificial turf 15 feet by 218 feet using seaming tape and glue. Edges were trimmed and secured, then workers brushed and fibrillated the surface, which made the blades into grass texture. Hundreds of passes were needed to make the fibers grass-like.

In the middle of the project, many of Marty Lyons’ sports friends came to help. Former Met Buddy Harrelson was among those who drove machines that added rubber in-fill. Lending a hand were Joe Klecko, Bruce Harper and Ken Schroy of the Jets, John Nitti of the Jets and Giants, and Mick Foley, “Mankind” of WWF fame. Others who helped out included Al Trautwig, sportscaster, Bobby Ojeda, former Met and coach of the Coney Island Cyclones, former boxing referee Randy Newman, private investigator and former NYPD Bo Dietl, and “Fireman Ed,” a well-known Jets fan. The LandTek Group also had support from the New York City Police Department Football Team.

Surfin’ Turf

Growing up, up, up

Slow and steady has been the name of the game for dot com Nursery Network, which survived the tech crash and is now expanding its offering of over 7,000 different varieties of plants to East Coasters. “Our nurseries are primarily on the West Coast,” explains Todd Wiseman, President of Nursery Network. “But East Coasters can find just about anything they’re looking for too.” Wiseman believes his site is more interactive and offers users more control than competing sites. Simply click on a plant and their system will tell you which growers have that material, the sizes they have it in, and their individual pricing. A Request For Bid system also allows users to post plant material they need, at which point any of over 120 growers can respond online with their best bid. A new bonus feature allows registered members to place unlimited ads on Nursery Network’s newly opened classified ads page. Check it out at www.nurserynetwork.com.

IMAGINE SOLITUDE.
ENVISION SERENITY.

Your customer’s dreams can become reality with Pond Sweep’s high-performance and surprisingly low-maintenance pond supplies.

With our PuriFalls® BioFilter, PondSweep Skimmer®, and our new PuriPumps®, they’ll soon be hearing the gentle rhythm of nature’s music.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-866-754-6766

Circle 108
Every landscape and lawn company owner knows how difficult it is to find quality employees. It's even more difficult to find employees with good leadership skills or with the potential to develop into leaders. But finding those leaders is an integral part of running a business and ensuring its future success. The question then arises: Can leaders be created? If so, how, and what kind of system can be put in place to ensure leadership creation continually occurs?

Not impossible
It's obvious that Daryl Pichan, management consultant with Kraft Associates, Exton, PA, believes creating leaders is possible because he espouses it as part of an overall business philosophy.

"Each owner, each manager must have leader creation as a fundamental approach of what you do," Pichan says. "If you don't have that as a fundamental approach, you're missing a huge opportunity in your company."

Pichan cautions, however, that acceptance of employees as they are, not how you want them to be, is also important.

"When people get the message that you don't accept them, they develop a
bad attitude, they leave, or they don’t participate.”

Another important thing to remember before going about leader creation, Pichan says, is that competencies don’t equal capacity for leadership. “There is no correlation between being able to install properties properly and leadership.”

Pichan explains: “Who do we tend to promote to positions of leadership? Competent people. We tend to look at their competencies and say, ‘They know how to run all of the equipment, so let’s make them a leader.’ Maybe that will work. It depends on the kind of coaching and training you’re willing to give them. But if you’re making all of your decisions based on their competencies as opposed to their capacity for leadership, my guess is that you’re going to get yourself in trouble on occasion.”

Gotta want it

Dan Standley, owner of Dan’s Landscaping and Lawn Care, Terrytown, LA, takes it one step further by saying that not only does someone have to have the capacity for leadership, they have to want to lead.

“They have to be thirsty and want to drink the water,” Standley says. “Otherwise, you’re just wasting valuable time and money.”

Standley’s main strategy for creating leaders within his company is taking his employees to industry trade shows and exposing them to influential people and hoards of educational material. “I had a guy 13 years ago who walked to work and the only time he pushed a mower was in high school for his parents and now he’s a supervisor,” he says. “A lot of it had to do with my involvement with him — providing him with education materials and doing a lot of hands-on activities with him, including mentoring.”

Chris James, president of Chris James Landscaping and Snow & Ice Solutions, Midland Park,
NJ, echoes Standley’s view that time is of the essence when it comes to creating leaders. “Some people will step up and become leaders, but others won’t,” James says. “The quicker you can make that assessment, the happier you’ll be and the happier they’ll be.”

One of the things James looks at when trying to identify leaders is who steps up when someone is on vacation or sick. “It’s when the foreman gives someone a little extra responsibility, and then afterward you assess how he or she did,” he says.

Give them an opportunity
For those individuals you see growing into leadership, Pichan advises that you need to make the commitment to develop them into a leader.

“Commit to 30 minutes a week with them and do that for a month,” Pichan says. “Take a look at how they’re functioning and how they feel about their work. Do that individually and set an agenda by saying, ‘I have specific things I want you to work on.’”

Dave Peabody, president of Peabody Landscape Construction, Columbus, OH, committed to making 26-year-old employee Joe Hivner a leader from the start. Peabody has developed close relationships with two local colleges, The Ohio State University and Columbus State University, by offering internships to students studying in the schools’ landscape programs. This ensures that the recruits have the skills necessary to become leaders. Hivner was a recruit from Ohio State, and Peabody made him a crew leader right away.

“Within the first year he was promoted,” Peabody says. “He just took on a lot of self-responsibilities, made quick decisions, communicated well with the staff on the job site and in the office, and it came back to me that he was really sharp.”

Peabody also says working side-by-side with Hivner showed him how sharp Hivner was. “He was motivated and had a take-charge attitude. He was always at work on time, and made sure work was done in detail.”

Peabody’s experience with Hivner and other employees who were created into leaders has led him to believe it starts early. “A leader is developed from youth,” he says. “The most important thing is that they’re good listeners. Someone who tends to listen rather than react quickly tends to analyze the situation at face value and take the next step.”

Establish a leader culture
W. James Ormond, co-owner and vice president of the landscaping firm Barringer & Barringer, Charlotte, NC, believes that creating leaders begins with creating a work atmosphere that cultivates leaders.

“We consider everyone in our firm a family member,” Ormond says. “Not everybody is a born leader, but everyone should get a fair opportunity.”

Ormond takes a unique approach to hiring, too, in that he hires people who fit the company’s culture, not just the position. In fact, he has hired some people when there was no position available, and instead created a position for them. Also, new hires are put under a 90-day probationary period which “allows us to check them out, and them to check us out,” says Ormond.

Two of the most important characteristics of leaders, Ormond believes, is integrity and empowerment. “True leadership is creating followership,” he says. “You have to get folks to desire to be on the same page as you. If you lead by directing, you’ll create a disaster.”

Establish a game plan
The bottom line, Pichan says, is that companies who want to start creating leaders need to develop a game plan. He espouses a training plan that revolves around:

- knowledge
- attitudes
- skills to function more effectively as a leader
- habits

“You should have a specific plan with specific steps to take and it should be...
written out so that you can refer to it," Pichan says.

Also, Pichan makes it a point to remember that people want to know how long you’re going to be working with them. Then, find someone who knows how to do training, and expect to dedicate six months to a year to getting them to the next level. Generally, Pichan says the trainer-trainee process involves four steps:

1. I do it, you watch me do it, and I tell you what I’m doing.
2. I do it, and you tell me the steps I’m taking.
3. You do it, you tell me what you’re doing.
4. You go out on your own, but I stay in contact with you so I can see how you’re making it because I want you to be successful.

"Each new responsibility requires training," Pichan says. "The number one problem in every company is the desire to give away responsibility without giving training to get people to the point where they can really do the task."

Training, as Pichan says, is an investment, not a cost. 

Setting the stage to create leaders

1. Identify potential.
2. Look for threads of success: Ask, “Tell me again about your life, beginning with high school...what were you involved with, what did you do?”
3. Is the person teachable?
4. Can he or she be a team player with you?
5. Does he or she have personal integrity?
6. Is this really the kind of work he or she wants to be doing?

— Daryl Pichan
Admittedly, we’re obsessed. For 165 years, we’ve scratched our heads over how to improve plows and tractors.

And if computers had existed back in the 19th century, we certainly would have considered harnessing the semi-conductor sooner.

But now, here they are: The first compacts available with electronic transmissions and controls. The 4000 TEN Series.

eHydro™ electronically activated pedals are up to 70 percent easier to push than before.

A LoadMatch™ power management system makes stalls almost impossible. Cruise control is speed-sensing (plus has accelerate/decelerate and resume features — just like your car). New SpeedMatch™ and MotionMatch™ systems allow functions never before possible on a tractor this size.

In fact, there’s so many new features, you honestly need a test drive to appreciate them all.

Your John Deere dealer would love to show you (or provide an onsite demonstration) what’s next in tractors.

No ad can do them justice.

We’ve never forgotten the lessons learned over more than a century and a half. That there’s no substitute for real-world tests, for rugged components and customer feedback.

The TEN Series survived three years of intensive customer evaluations and rigorous field tests.
LABOR-SAVING DEVICES AND HAVEN'T STOPPED.

COMPACTS WITH ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSIONS.

New low-effort electronic controls are located right at your fingertips, and grouped in a convenient console.

After initial installation, Quik-Park™ Loaders (and Backhoes) can be attached and detached in four minutes or less.

New LoadMatch™ hydrostatic transmission: Torque is always maximized. Response is instant. And stalling? Almost a thing of the past. The transmission automatically adjusts to engine output, maximizing productivity.

New Frontier™ implements fill out an already comprehensive line-up of landscaping tools. Include landscape rakes, core aerators, pulverizers and more.
Fertigation
for the residential market

The battle to secure and keep lawn care customers never stops. For a contractor, there’s nothing worse than spending money and time to land a new customer, only to lose others because of employee and/or service problems.

Fertigation systems are the perfect employees. They show up every day and always follow your instructions to the letter. You simply supply the fertilizer and other products you want to deliver. This not only saves you labor on each lawn, it also reduces your labor headaches and the risk of losing customers to poor performance.

Fertigation is the process of delivering small amounts of fertilizer each time you water, creating a consistently nutrient-rich root zone. The water carries the nutrients into the ground. It offers several advantages over the traditional practice of applying significant amounts of liquid or granular fertilizer several times a year, the biggest being that it produces healthier plants that are less likely to be stressed by diseases, insects or drought.

Fertigation was developed for agriculture in the 1960s and began finding widespread use on golf courses in the 1980s. The nursery industry embraced the technology early in its development, and now almost any operation of any significance uses it. More recently, fertigation has been gaining increased favor in providing improved turf quality on athletic fields.

Feeding turfgrass and landscape plants with in-ground sprinkler systems offers hard-to-ignore benefits

BY STEVEN KING

Lawn care professionals, whose livelihood depends on caring for residential and smaller commercial properties, have until recently never had an effective and affordable fertigation product available to them. Several manufacturers are now designing products that can provide reliable fertigation to residential properties. They’re addressing some of the problems that have slowed the growth of fertigation of residential properties, including:

Residential properties are complex in design, especially higher-end properties likely to be interested in fertigation that may have grass, gardens, shrubs and occasionally plants like roses that require special treatment. Gardens require different amounts and, sometimes, different types of fertilizer than turf. Grass frequently has a hard time getting established on hillsides. Roses require low flow-rate drip systems.

Water is occasionally diverted from the sprinkler system to serve misting systems or water features, like ponds or waterfalls. One doesn’t want fertilizer in misting systems or waterscapes.

Properties are usually undulating, with creative hills, slopes, valleys and landscaping. They also have large front yards, small side yards and large backyards, shady and sunny areas, sidewalks, driveways, houses, trees and the like that make them different from 40 acres of corn, a golf course or football stadium. Each of these areas has to be cared for properly and, in most cases, differently from the others.

Three types
There are essentially three types of fertiga-
Installation and maintenance of residential fertigation systems is relatively simple.

Fertigation systems: electric pumps, hydraulic pumps and Venturi systems. Each has its advantages, although Venturi systems are falling out of favor.

All of the systems can be installed for the homeowner for a few hundred dollars, and are fairly easy to install, operate and maintain.

The system we use on Lake City College's landscapes and athletic fields is the FertiGator system, and my students have installed and monitored several in residential settings, also. It allows complete control of fertilization by in-ground sprinkler system zone. The results have been excellent.

This particular system's controller allows for precise adjustment of the amount of fertilizer delivered to each zone to account for the differing needs of gardens, hillsides, shady areas, newly seeded areas, front yards and backyards. It is excellent for drip systems required for a rose garden, and various versions can even allow different products to be delivered to different

continued on page 26

The thing practically crawls up walls.

This may very well be the most versatile tractor line on the globe. To be versatile, you've got to do two things first: be agile and be userfriendly.

Lots of old guard tractors are so big and clunky that they're hard to maneuver. Yes, they're durable, but difficult. Options can cost you.

Carraro tractors offer a unique array of ergonomic and operational functions built in, and are engineered for simplicity, comfort and increased return on investment.

A patented system called 'Actio' in all Carraro tractors lets the chassis articulate to all terrain types and each wheel independently grips the ground for superior balance and stability.

The center of gravity is so low that it virtually hugs the turf. Each wheel being the same size means you get equal ground pressure on all 4 wheels, all the time.

Other neat features include a completely reversible seat and control system that changes direction in seconds, loads of attachments that mount front, back and even on top, as well as powerful, yet fuel minimizing, engines that help keep operations costs down.

Recently, Carraro was honored in the 'Best of Specialized' category in the international Tractor of the Year competition. So you know quality and engineering are high priorities at Carraro as well as value pricing.

Call us for our free video and more details.
areas. It can also skip a zone to miss a misting system or other water feature. It is versatile enough to use any liquid fertilizer, although the company sells organically-based fertilizers that work well.

Selling fertigation

For homeowners who have already bought into the concept of automatic watering, the leap to automatic fertilization is an easy one. There are several benefits of fertigation that justify it to the property owner.

A fertigation system delivers healthy plants that resist disease, weeds, insects and other problems naturally. Grass is one of the most aggressive plants in the yard. If the grass is healthy, weeds will not be able to get established. No fluctuations, no burning or streaking, no flush of green that results in hay fields; just nice, consistent, green growth. Leave those clippings to make the grass even healthier.

Fertigation decreases water use, according to an article in *Irrigation Business and Technology* magazine (January/February 2001 issue, "Using Every Last Drop"). Deeper root systems reach water throughout the root zone rather than only that which remains in the top couple of inches. As a result, less water is required.

Every homeowner that considers a fertilizer injection system has bought into the idea that it’s more convenient and productive to automatically water his or her grass. Thus, it’s easy to go to the next step of convincing them to automatically feed their lawn.

Today, everything is automated, from the garage door to the television to the dishwasher. Fertigation is the next logical step after irrigation.

---

**Fertigation systems offer lawn pros a new service to sell.**

---

**HARD-WORKING. DEPENDABLE. RESPONSIVE.**

AND THEN THERE'S THE MOWER.

Our president, Dan Ariens, believes in keeping promises. He makes mowers that won’t quit. And he makes sure the dealers who sell them get the support they need to service the customer. To find the Gravely dealer nearest you, call 1.800.GRAVELY or visit www.gravely.com. And discover all the reasons you can count on Gravely.

**GRAVELY**

**WE KEEP YOU CUTTING.**

AN ARIENS COMPANY

Circle 113

---

**The author is Professor of Irrigation Management, Lake City College, Lake City, FL.**
with a single application of Floramite® miticide.
Floramite gives you quick knockdown and unparalleled control of a variety of destructive mites in all life stages - including tough two-spotted spider mites. And because Floramite features a unique mode of action and highly selective activity, it's easy on predacious mites and beneficial insects. Economical and user friendly, Floramite is safe on all kinds of ornamental plants, and has a short 4-hour REI. Get control no other miticide can match - up to 28 days/all life stages - with Floramite. Now registered in all states.

Stop mites in all life stages.

Wipe out mites for up to 28 days with a single application of Floramite® miticide.
Floramite gives you quick knockdown and unparalleled control of a variety of destructive mites in all life stages - including tough two-spotted spider mites. And because Floramite features a unique mode of action and highly selective activity, it's easy on predacious mites and beneficial insects. Economical and user friendly, Floramite is safe on all kinds of ornamental plants, and has a short 4-hour REI. Get control no other miticide can match - up to 28 days/all life stages - with Floramite. Now registered in all states.
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www.uniroyalchemical.com
Floramite is a registered trademark of Uniroyal Chemical.
©2002 Uniroyal Chemical.
Always read and follow label directions. REV. 1/02
Chicago Central Medians

2001 PGMS Grand Award Winner for Public Works Sites

What started as a way to provide work experiences for the homeless has turned into a $3.5 million venture for the non-profit Christian social agency, Chicago Christian Industrial League (CCIL). It all started in 1993 with a three-year, $350,000 contract with the City of Chicago for landscape care. With the addition of many new roadway medians to Chicago in 1996, CCIL expanded its maintenance operations on several high visibility areas located within the city.

The Central Business District contains 16 major roadway medians with more than 17 miles of plantings, 167,000 sq. ft. of planting beds and 865 trees. Harsh winters, hot summers and pollution take their toll on these plants, and many locations have specific needs and require constant maintenance.

Because most of the maintenance work is done on highway medians, workers must observe strict safety rules and wear orange work vests.

Since all of these locations are high traffic areas, safety is a huge challenge. All median work requires lighted arrow boards, orange work vests and safety cones. The heavy traffic also provides plenty of trash for the crew to pick up, and makes sweeping and power washing all hard surfaces a must.

Editors' note: Landscape Management is the exclusive sponsor of the Green Star Professional Grounds Management Awards for outstanding management of residential, commercial and institutional landscapes. The 2002 winners will be named at the annual meeting of the Professional Grounds Management Society in November. For more information on the 2001 Awards, contact PGMS at:

720 Light St. • Baltimore, MD 21230 • Phone: 410/223-2861. Web-site: www.pgms.org
What started in 1993 as a $350,000 venture to provide work experiences for the homeless has grown to a $3.5 million operation directed by the non-profit Chicago Christian Industrial League. Workers maintain 17 miles of plantings and 865 trees on highway medians and other high visibility areas in the City of Chicago.
IRRIGATION CENTER

Irrigation’s changing face

BY BRIAN E. VINCHESI

Water conservation is a huge issue in the irrigation industry. Providing products and systems that do more with less water is increasingly becoming the focus of irrigation equipment manufacturers.

Look for equipment manufacturers to accelerate development of technologies such as smart systems, moisture sensors, interactive sensing, remote control and pressure regulation. These types of products will become standard in most irrigation systems.

Smarter moisture sensors

Soil moisture sensors have been around for years but the technology hasn’t changed much. The sensors have required maintenance, removal for winter and calibration for accuracy. This will change. Reliable moisture sensors requiring less maintenance will be developed. Precise watering to match the needs of the plant will be mandated.

Moisture sensors are usually installed in pairs over an area and for each different type of hydrozone. Any irrigation system can potentially have a large number of sensors, increasing the installation costs but saving water. Many of today’s moisture sensors are used to avoid over-watering and function like a rain sensor by “telling” the irrigation system not to water. Tomorrow’s sensors will not only keep the system from coming on but will also tell the system if it needs to come on and when to shut off.

In recent years, irrigation controllers, especially high-end commercial ones, have featured two to four moisture sensors per zone. Most controllers can control up to four moisture sensors per zone. You can install as many sensors as you need per zone. You can have as many sensors as you need per zone.

What’s cool in irrigation

The International Irrigation Show in San Antonio unveiled several cool new products, including:

► Redmond, WA-based Remote Control Technology showed its Phantom antenna to help landscape contractors control irrigation systems remotely. The vandal-proof antennas are buried under one inch of topsoil.

► Las Vegas, NV-based Bio-Green Automatic Fertilizing revealed its four tanks to introduce fertigation into the commercial and residential landscape market. Easy to install (the process takes around 30 minutes), the four different tanks allow you to carry less equipment, use smaller trucks and have less bulk fertilizer on hand. You can set your clients up for regular refills, and your job is complete.

► The Rollcart from Althengstett, Germany-based Perrot Rengerbau CALW provides a compact, rolling irrigation system that needs little oversight. The Rollcart starts moving as soon as you turn on the hose (which hooks up to the back) and then moves slowly across the lawn along a previously laid steel track. Once it reaches the end of the track, it turns itself off, giving operators complete control over how much water they put down.

continued on page 32
Good weed control, but wait until they all demand a raise at once.

There's good. There's better. Then there's the best: Snapshot* herbicide. It controls more broadleaf weeds and grasses than any other preemergent herbicide. 111 species, to be exact. For up to 8 months. Without damaging your ornamentals. Contact your distributor for more information about Snapshot. Or, call 1-800-255-3726. You'll control weeds. And labor costs.

Snapshot*
Specialty Herbicide
Irrigation systems are being developed that will be able to tell when soil conditions require additional water and also can be programmed to be operated and tracked off site.

four sensing ports, which are designed to interact with various accessories to better control irrigation. Devices that can be attached to these sensor input ports include rain sensors, wind sensors, temperature sensors, rain gauges and soil moisture sensors. Most sensor ports have an override switch and a system override indicator. Soon these sensor inputs will also be incorporated on lower end controllers and be more interactive with the overall irrigation system. The more information the irrigation system receives, the more accurate it becomes.

Regulate the pressure
Pressure regulation is accomplished different ways on an irrigation system — at the point of connection, at the zone valve and, in some cases, at the sprinkler. Various pressure regulating valves have been available for the water supply for many years using either a plumbing type product like a Watts U5-B or Wilkins 600, or with a large Cla-val type product. These products haven’t changed over the years. Pressure regulation options for the zone valve have also been available for many years, but only in the last few years have they become reliable. Almost all valve manufacturers offer this option and the required maintenance is much lower than it was in the past.

Remote control
Remote control is a great service tool for the

— Frank Andorka

Looking for a way to control weeds while still allowing water and nutrients to get to the landscapes you maintain? Try Bridgeview, IL-based Ground Cover Industries’ new Architect’s Choice landscape fabric. The brushed polypropylene fabric conforms easily to the ground and features a rough surface that holds mulch or stone in place.
Program some of our greatest hits into your playlist.

Here's just a few of the seed titles you've come to know and love.

SIGNATURE MARVELGREEN RYEGRASS BLEND is a well-known blend containing top-rated varieties such as Palmer III and Prelude III. It's extremely wear tolerant and is well-suited for any application in any region, including overseeding in the South.

SIGNATURE CLOSE CUT BLUEGRASS BLEND contains three of the best Kentucky bluegrass varieties including Princeton 105, Apollo and Rambo to provide top performance under close mowing conditions.

SIGNATURE TRINITY PERENNIAL RYEGRASS BLEND is a three-way blend of the finest perennial ryegrasses available, including the highly-rated Palmer III, making this blend an excellent choice for tees, fairways and sports turf.

SIGNATURE DIVISION I SPORTS TURF MIX is a quick-establishing turf mixture containing three top perennial ryegrasses plus one top-notch Kentucky bluegrass variety for improved wear tolerance.

SIGNATURE STADIUM MIX contains three excellent tall fescue varieties including Scorpion, Shenandoah II and Gazelle as well as Dragon Kentucky bluegrass to produce good sod forming qualities with outstanding drought and heat tolerance.

Only United Horticultural Supply offers the Signature Pure Seed Tag™ assurance of quality. This tag means every seed lot has undergone testing and found completely free of noxious weeds and unwanted grasses.

For more information, contact your local UHS representative

www.uhsonline.com
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Our fertilizer comes with a built-in insurance policy.

UHS Signature Brand Fertilizers with Prospect® Plus not only provide quality nutrients, they also work to:

- Help turf establish or withstand environmental stresses
- Develop a more fibrous, extensive root system
- Enhance early plant growth and vigor
- Build greater shoot mass
- Increase uptake of soil nutrients and moisture
- Increase photosynthesis

UHS Signature Brand Fertilizers with Prospect® Plus have been impregnated with a proprietary nutrient solution that has shown a remarkable ability to improve vigor, quality and stress tolerance in turf, trees and ornamentals. The patented additive in Prospect® Plus has been tested extensively on many crops, including turf, in laboratory, greenhouse and field studies in the U.S. and several other countries.

Those studies have consistently shown a positive effect on early plant growth and development and with mature plants under stress. Sod farms results show that turf can be harvested earlier due to increased root mass and quicker establishment from seed or sprigs. Mature turf has greater root mass with a noted "tighter" visual appearance and less susceptibility to stress.

The same benefits can be found in Prospect®, a liquid micronutrient for foliar application or for use in fertigation systems.

Effect of Fertilizer with Prospect Plus on Creeping Bentgrass Density
Ohio Turfgrass Foundation Research and Educational Center – 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>% Turf Density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilizer (46-0-0)</td>
<td>0.014 lb N/1000 sq. ft.</td>
<td>72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilizer (46-0-0) + Prospect Plus</td>
<td>0.014 lb N/1000 sq. ft. + 48 oz./acre</td>
<td>77.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seeded on August 4, 2000 with G-2 creeping bentgrass at a rate of 2 lbs. per 1000 sq. ft. Density measurements were based on % cover taken visually on 10/4 (8 weeks after treatment).

Study Results: "... a significant increase in creeping bentgrass establishment two months after seeding with the application of fertilizer and Prospect Plus compared to the untreated control." A 22% improvement over check and more than a 12% increase over fertilizer alone!

For more information, contact your local UHS representative

www.uhsonline.com
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contractor because it saves time and labor, and therefore cuts costs to not only the contractor but the end user as well.

Ten years ago, there were only two hand-held remote controls available in residential/commercial irrigation. These controls were basically from third party manufacturers whose equipment could be added to any manufacturer’s controller. Today, almost all manufacturers offer remote-ready controllers through their entire controller line.

Although we’ll continue to see improvements in the on-site remote control of systems, the exciting area is in off-site remote control.

There are several ways this control can be accomplished, like off-site programming of the controller through a personal computer (PC)-based software program. You would then simply go to the site and upload it. Or, it can be a faceplate that can be removed from the controller, programmed, then put back into the controller. Most directly, it can be a modern, internet or satellite connection that interfaces directly with the controller.

For contractors with a large commercial or homeowner association customer base, this technology provides unlimited cost savings and potential increased sales.

Controllers of the future will be equipped with RS232 communication ports to allow for communication between the controller and a PC or other devices.

**Smart controllers**

Once the irrigation system controller can communicate with other devices, the possibilities are limitless. Large-scale central control systems have been communicating with different devices for many years, some successfully, some not. This technology is filtering down to smaller irrigation systems.

The smart irrigation system of the future is likely to be semi-automatic and irrigate when needed instead of when told. Smart systems, for example, will have the ability to sense the soil moisture, determine if the irrigation system needs to water, turn it on and then shut off the system when the optimum soil moisture level is achieved.

A smart system will monitor the flow and pressure from a pump system, and if there’s more or less flow available than the irrigation system is using, the system will turn on or off more sprinklers. A smart system, used with other equipment, will tell if there has been a significant pipe break or leak, determine if it’s a main line or lateral, isolate the location, shut down that part of the system and continue to operate the rest of the system. It will also inform the responsible party, either through a page or phone call, about the location and problem.

There are also some irrigation trends we’ll see in the next few years or sooner that aren’t related to equipment but the environment. These include regulatory restraints and some installation procedures.

**Restrictions on the increase**

Expect more regulation with the irrigation industry. This may be in the form of reduced water availability and residential irrigation system restrictions such as a ban on automated systems or new potable water taps, as is currently the case in some areas. Additionally, groundwater sources from private wells will also be under increased scrutiny. Licensing or certification requirements for installation contractors will become more prevalent.

Bills are pending in New York and North Carolina, and more states will likely require that installers be properly trained and educated. This will involve either mandated licenses or voluntary certification of installers. There will be increased costs and the need for more education of the industry.

**Step in this direction**

Directional boring is another trend that will accelerate. Boring under roads, railroad tracks and other obstacles has been around for decades, but it has been limited to straight bores that were expensive due to the size of excavations required and amount of time and labor needed to complete the bores. New technology is now available from companies such as Ditch Witch and Vermeer.

The directional bores don’t require the deep excavations, straight lines or time of traditional bores. The machines are almost 100% automatic and the operator uses a joystick much like playing a video game. Even though the operation is still performed by specialty contractors, the cost of boring is now competitive if not less expensive then open cutting, trenching and patching of a road crossing. The costs for directional boring continue to decrease and more irrigation systems are using this technology.

In summary, competition for water will force more restrictions on irrigation systems and those who install these systems. New technologies geared toward using less water and still meeting the watering needs of the area being irrigated are just around the corner. **LM**

— Brian Vinchesi is President of the American Society of Irrigation Consultants (ASIC) and President of Irrigation Consulting, Inc., of Pepperell, MA.
Sprayers, spreaders at a glance

Cutler-Malone units with air-powered delivery via hand-held spray wand

"A 1,000-gallon sprayer is easier on the truck full than it is three-fourths full," says Chuck Kolenut, General Manager of Northeastern Arborists. "A three-quarters tank starts sloshing — boom, boom, boom — and the material moves front and back and starts to throw the truck around. You hit the brakes harder and still feel the truck step forward." The result is either a heavier foot on the brake at intersections or a lot of wear on the clutch even when the truck is stopped. Given a choice, Kolenut says he would use up his brakes because they can be repaired in a morning. Lose a clutch and the truck is out of service for a day or two.

Be careful of total weight, too. A 200-gal tank is a lot for a one-ton pickup. Sure, there’s only 1,700 lbs. of water in the tank, but don’t forget the weight of the material, the pump, the frame, and tools in the bed.

The sloshing problem will also show up if the truck has to swerve in traffic or take a steep curve. Be sure to use a solid frame and torque down on the mounts. Don’t go cheap on the frame. "If the frame twists and the tank cracks and leaks, you’ll end up paying more in fines than you’ll ever save," Kolenut says.

Commercial sprayers are manufactured using stainless steel, fiberglass, polyethylene or brass. Each material has its place, and each has its cost. Brass, for example, is limited almost exclusively to fittings. It’s too expensive and heavy to use anywhere else.

If weight is the major consideration, engineers look to poly tanks. It’s great for backpack units; it’s cheaper, too. However, there is a cost. Poly only lasts around 10 years — and truck-mounted poly tanks can become brittle in the sun. If they leak, there is a whole array of problems to be faced.

Fiberglass takes impact better than poly. Also, it can be shaped to any form and therefore can be mounted on a pickup truck and removed easily.

Stainless steel is used in top-notch products that last a long time. The trade-off is in weight. Landscape professionals in the market for a larger spray truck or a dedicated spray vehicle prefer stainless or fiberglass tanks.

Vehicle considerations

The most common spray equipment in the business is the pickup-mounted tank. But it’s a spray tank, not a Sherman tank, so don’t drive it like one. Tanks can wreak havoc with a pickup’s mechanics, especially the clutch and brakes.
We’re flattered that competitors

keep attacking Pendulum.

That’s what happens when you set

the industry standard

for excellence.
Pendulum® herbicide consistently controls crabgrass better than other preemergent herbicides. What more can we say? How about Pendulum controls costs better, too, to offer you far greater value. It also controls a broader spectrum of weeds than any other preemergent—more than 40 grassy and broadleaf weeds, such as oxalis and spurge, in all. Plus, Pendulum comes in granular and liquid formulations, and BASF pendimethalin is available on fertilizer from Scotts and Helena, for maximum application flexibility. With Pendulum, there's just so much more to talk about than crabgrass.
A LOT ABOUT CRABGRASS.
NEVER COMES UP.

To learn more about why everyone's talking about Pendulum, call 1-800-545-9525 or visit www.turffacts.com.
Always read and follow label directions.

We DON'T MAKE THE TURF. WE MAKE IT BETTER.

BASF
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Spiker/Spreader aerates while spreading 175 lbs. of material in 40-in. swath.

**BARRON & BROTHERS INTERNATIONAL (BBI)**

800/282-3570

lbrothers@barron-bros.com

New from BBI: the Cricket, a 2-ton fertilizer, 3-ton lime spreader; the Skeeter, a 2- or 5-ton fertilizer spreader; MagnaSpread truck-mounted fertilizer and lime unit. Provide more efficient coverage with less time and fuel use.

**C&S TURF CARE**

800/872-7050

www.csturfequip.com

Low-profile tree, shrub and lawn care spray unit has 450 gallons total capacity (300-100-50). Unit is built with fiberglass tanks. Multi-pump, multi-reel design. Will build unit to LCO's specifications.

**HERD SEEDER CO.**

219/753-6311

www.herdseeder.com

Seven seeder models, including GT-77 (picted). 12-volt DC motor spins fan to spread variety of seed, fertilizers, slug baits. Mounts on ATVs, lawn tractors, etc. Specific mounting brackets assure proper mounting.

**BRANDTEK**

407/656-1088

www.brandtekus.com

ZT Ranger's one-hand steering makes it very maneuverable. 74-gal tank, 10-ft. stainless steel breakaway boom cover 6,500 sq. ft. per minute without drift. MTH centrifugal pump with solid brass housing, stainless impeller produce 350 psi pressure to reach tough spots.

**CUTLER-MALONE**

954/741-5888

Three new Broadcaster models feature air-powered delivery via hand-held wand. Model...
200, 600 1800-pounder for vehicle, 3-pt. hitch, or own trailer; 300, 125-pounder, fits utility trailer, trucks; Model 400 for aquatic materials, 125-lbs., fits most boats to apply Sonar, Aquathol Super-K.

EARTH & TURF
888/693-2638
www.earthandturf.com
MultiSpread 300 features a 27 cu. ft. hopper and four tires for low ground pressure. Choose either a brush or beater spreading system for a spread pattern of 34 to 72 in.

MultiSpread 300

FIRST PRODUCTS
800/363-8780
www.1stproducts.com
Seeda-vator has 6.7 cu. ft., stainless steel hopper sides and bottom. Requires 30-hp 3-pt. hitch tractor. Neoprene flow-control rotor. Uses electric or ground drive. 22 seed outlets.

Seeda-vator

JRCO
800/966-8442
www.jrcoinc.com
30-gallon boom sprayer fits zero-turn mowers. Powered by 3.5 hp B&S engine with Udor diaphragm pump. Has 3-section breakaway boom, 5, 8, 11-ft. zone control, ultra-low-drift nozzles, spray gun with 10-ft. hose. Also, electric broadcast spreader fits commercial mowers. 2.2 cu. ft. (or 130 lb.) polyethylene hopper. Choose foot-operated gate or push/pull cable to cover 5-24 ft. spread.

JRCO boom sprayer with ultra-low drift

GANDY COMPANY
800/443-2476
www.gandy.net
Option of either semi-pneumatic, or for greater flotation, pneumatic tires. 24-in. Model 24 is push handle only. 36- and 42-in. units come with either push handle or trailer hitch. Other pro models feature height-adjust handle, easy-set rate control, flow direction closures, fine mesh screen.

GANDY COMPANY

Shipping dates are filling fast!

A small down payment locks in the current price and a premium, future delivery date of your choice!

Call for additional payment options

Call for our FREE InfoPak!
800.346.2001
ride-onspreader.com

A Dream Come True for You!

"I dreamt one night, over 5 years ago, of a machine that could end my nightmare of long hours, undependable employees, nagging customers, and my tired body. I invented the Ride-On Spreader Sprayer and found that production was finished weeks early, there was a smile on the faces of my employees, and service calls decreased!

Since then almost 1500 other Ride-On owners, from Alaska to Florida, have virtually eliminated walking, pulling a hose, and 14 hour days. If you would like to come in at the end of the day with energy left to enjoy life, more money in your pocket, and a smile on YOUR face, then join with the rest of us dreamers. Life doesn't get any better than this!"

~ Tom Jessen

Perma-Green Supreme President and 27-year lawn care owner, 20-year sprayer manufacturer, owner of 3 patents, and fellow dreamer

www.1stproducts.com
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GNC INDUSTRIES
800/462-2005
www.gncindustries.com
25, 50 and 100-gallon poly and 100- or 200-gallon fiberglass sprayer with GNC Diamond Pump, 2-year warranty. Skid design allows easy access to pressure regulator, dump valve, fuel tanks. Jet Agitation standard, Air-Gap backflow prevention optional.
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KROMER CO.
800/373-0337

50-gallon Kromer unit can line fields, spray AFMM with 50-gal. tank for lining paint or water on ballfields to dust control. Can be used with spray bar for chemical or fertilizer, with a boom for spraying 60-180 in. Spray gun, 25-ft. hose to reach areas normally hit by backpack units.
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THE LELEY CORP.
252/291-7050
www.lely.com
Full line of pto and trail broadcasters offer capacity from 566-5,250 lbs. Popular model is the Model W, ground-driven, hitch-mounted unit with 52-in. swath, side spreading, 805-lb. capacity. Forced feeding system standard, flotation tire kit available.
Circle #272

MILLCREEK MFG. CO.
800/311-1323
www.millcreekmfg.com
Avoid compaction with turf tires on mid-sized topdressers/spreader with fifth-wheel hitch for turf trucks or engine drive on vehicles without pto. The 50TD holds 23.2 cu. ft., requires 24-hp pto.
Circle #273

MTD PRO
330/273-4550
www.mtdpro.com
HWSS80 spreader has cam-operated agitator. Provides 10-ft. swath at walking speed. Durable polyethylene hopper, self-lubricating Nylatron GS drive gears. Shut-off plate has 2 pattern-adjustment slides.
Circle #274

NORTHEASTERN ARBORISTS
800/261-7772
www.northeasternarborists.com
Full line from 50-500 gallons available with variety of pumps. Units are Honda-engine powered, with pumps ranging from 6 gpm, 290 psi to the 21-gpm 725 with Pulsation Damper on the big NAS500PD703. Most offer adjustable jet agitation, skid-style welded frame with reel mount, and suction strainer with shut off, tank drain with plug.
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PSB COMPANY
614/228-5781
www.psbcCompany.com
Circle #276

RANSOMES CUSHMAN RYAN
800/228-4444
www.textron.com
Vicon 888401 holds 700 lbs., has built-in rotary agitation, fits all Turf-Truckster models. Variety of spouts allows special applications. Non-corrosive hopper of glass fiber reinforced polyester.
Circle #277

MTD Pro's 10-ft. swath

SCOTTS
800/543-0006
www.scottscompany.com
Patented helical cone assures uniform, consistent spread pattern with the AccuPro 2000 with 13-in. TurfSaver-2 pneumatic wheels. Extended push handle has tuff-foam grips, front and rear lift handles.
Circle #278

PERMA-GREEN SUPREME
800/346-2001
www.ride-onspreader.com
Convert spreader to ride-on unit. Or add spray kit to a spreader in 15 minutes. Spray kit is 12-volt unit, comes completely assembled.
Circle #279

SHINDAIWA
503/692-3070
www.shindaiwa.com
RS575 rotary spreader with welded steel frame has 75-lb. capacity. Frame is welded stainless or steel coated with epoxy riding on 13-in. tires. Delrin axle bushings, removable gear cover. Hopper cover, side deflector optional.
Circle #280

SP SYSTEMS
800/457-3440
www.spsystemsllc.com
SP Duster and Granular Spreader applies most dust and granular material. Several YardTender commercial models available in 2-5.4 gallons. The 189 is 4 gallon backpack sprayer with internal piston pump giving 168 psi. Viton/Nytril seals. Circle #281

continued on page 47
How do you get more power to the root of your weed problem?
The proof is in the leaf. Monsanto scientists used scanning-electron microscopy to photograph the effects of weeds sprayed with Roundup PRO and an imitator. Taken just one hour after application, these images clearly show more formulation in the leaf sprayed with Roundup PRO.

Get Roundup PRO® herbicide with patented PROformance™ technology. In the first two hours, it delivers three times more power to the roots than Syngenta's latest imitator product.

The proof is in the roots. Scientists also used autoradiography to photograph and measure the amount of herbicide in the roots two hours after application. Time after time, at least three times more herbicide showed up in the weeds sprayed with Roundup PRO. With the imitator, barely any herbicide has moved to the roots.
Scientific photography taken two hours after application shows three times more Roundup PRO in the roots. More color means more herbicide.

This is a cross-section of a weed leaf magnified 1000x. The yellow droplets mean Roundup PRO is already at work inside.

This weed, sprayed with the imitator, has almost no droplets in the leaf.

Syngenta’s latest imitator product

In the first two hours, almost no imitator herbicide has moved to the roots.

The proof is in your control.
See for yourself the difference Roundup PRO with patented PROformance technology can make in your weed management. See your dealer or call 1-800-ROUNDUP for more information.
Free video shows science in action.
See PROformance technology at work in a free, five-minute video. Scientists Dr. Tracey Reynolds and Dr. Jimmy Liu demonstrate the autoradiography and cryo-SEM techniques used to compare Roundup PRO with an imitator on two identical weeds.

Call 1-800-ROUNDUP and ask for your free Roundup PRO video today!
continued from page 42

**TURFCO**

864/261-6218

[www.turfc.com](http://www.turfc.com)

Mete-R-Matic LA 4 works as broadcast spreader, large area top dresser or material handler. Has 4-cu. yd. hopper and 60-in. spread width. Applies material 1/32 to 4 in. deep. Runs with hydraulic pump off 40-hp tractor pto. 

Circle #284

**TORO COMPANY**

800/803-8676

[www.toro.com](http://www.toro.com)

Topdresser 2500 is self-contained, all-wheel drive unit designed for towing behind utility vehicle. 25-cu. ft. hopper, oscillating axles for consistent drop in uneven terrain. Belt and broom design gives precise control of wet, dry materials including sand.

Circle #283

**SISIS**

864/261-6218

[www.sisis.com](http://www.sisis.com)

The Variseeder from SISIS has studded roller, opening soil for better seed contact. 3.62-cu. ft. hopper covers 7,022 sq. yds. at 3 mph speed, dropping 50-in. swath. Works with most tricksters, lawn tractors over 15 hp.

Circle #282

**SNGL EQUIPMENT**

614/873-3719

Lawn Caddy Pro is combination spread and spray machine with a 180-lb. dry fertilizer capacity with 6-25 ft. spread; or 50-gal. liquid tank that sprays 4, 8, 12, 16 ft. with 22-hp Kawasaki motor. Units can be operated virtually hands free.

Circle #285

**VANDERMOLEN CORP.**

973/992-8506

[www.vandermolencorp.com](http://www.vandermolencorp.com)

Windmill CS10 spreader/seeder holds 400 lbs., spreads 40-ft. swath. Made of 2mm seamless steel, requires Cat-1 pto hitch on 16-28 hp tractor. Accessories include one-sided discharge, agitator for spreading powder, swath regulator to reduce width. Larger models available.

Circle #286
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**New England Regional Turfgrass Conference & Show**

March 5-7, 2002

R.I. Convention Center, Providence

A Combined Six States Show...

**Show & Conference Pass Includes**

- Opening Reception
- Educational Sessions
- Show Reception
- Admission to Trade Show
- Keynote Speaker
- Luncheon Voucher

**Over 400 Turf Related Booths Await You...**

Meet professionals on the cutting edge of turf management. See the latest in equipment, products and supplies. Join fellow lawn, golf, sports, landscape, municipal & other turf industry professionals.

**Certification Credits**

Pesticide Applicators Recertification Credits have been requested for all New England States, NY and NJ.

**Pre Conference Seminars**

Mon., March 4, 8am-5pm Preparing Your Golf Course for Tournaments/Shaded Greens: Turf, Trees & Politics/Sprayer Calibration and Drift Management

**Post Conference Seminar**

Thurs., March 7, 1pm-5pm Weed Management in Ornamentals

**TRADE SHOW HOURS:**

- Tues., Mar. 5 • 5pm-8pm
- Wed., Mar. 6 • 10am-2pm • 4pm-6pm
- Thurs., Mar. 7 • 9am-1pm

**EDUCATIONAL SESSION HOURS:**

- Tues., Mar. 5 • 9am-5pm
- Wed., Mar. 6 • 9-11am / 2-4pm
- Thurs., Mar. 7 • 8:30-11am

**Post Conference Seminar 1-5pm**

Presented by: The New England Regional Turfgrass Foundation in cooperation with URI and UMass for the benefit of the New England Golf & Green Industries. Proceeds dedicated to the support and development of turf research and education.

**Keynote Speaker**

March 5th • 4pm

Captain Scott O’Grady

Scott O’Grady is an inspiration. As an Air Force fighter pilot he was shot down over Bosnia. He shares with his audience the ingenuity that kept him alive in enemy territory for 6 days. He brings audiences to their feet as he shares the tools of courage, faith and innovative thinking that are crucial to success in business and in life.

Watch your mail for your registration form or call (401)848-0004 • Visit us online at www.NERTF.org
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Kevin Craffey knew he had a job on his hands in bringing the century-old Mountain View Grand Hotel back to life. The historic hotel in Whitefield, NH, had been vacant since 1986. It had started to fall apart. So had its landscape.

The problem: start from scratch

"The landscape was gone," says the owner of Craffey & Company, a general contracting firm based in Hanover, MA. He bought the resort hotel in 1998 with visions that he and his crew could recondition it and reopen it again in a few months.

Now, after three years of hard work and intense and complicated political and financial deal making, Craffey's dream project is almost done. The restored hotel will welcome guests again this May.

Key to its continuing success as a resort destination, feels the owner, is its landscape that, in spite of being new, had to complement the hotel, surrounded by mountains and overlooking 5,000 acres of unspoiled New England countryside.

The solution: hire local experts

Fortunately, Craffey could count on a pair of local professionals to design and build the "natural" landscape that the site demanded. Roger Petit and Mark Sullivan, partners in R&M Naturescape Designs LLC, brought unique skills to the project.

"He (Craffey) wanted whatever we did to have a natural feel to it," says Sullivan. That request perfectly suited the company's expertise, which included the design of habitats and trails, too.

R&M Naturescape's collaboration with Craffey resulted in a landscape that blends two acres of new turf, 250 tons of dry-laid granite, gardens containing almost 100 varieties of annuals, perennials and spring-flowering bulbs and the landscape's signature water features.

Challenges? There were plenty.

Often, landscape crews worked at the same time and in the same areas as tradesmen refurbishing the hotel's exterior, a scheduling nightmare. "Usually, we were working on three or four projects at once, but we tried to plan ahead so that we were always busy somewhere on the site," says Sullivan.

Another challenge was the presence of a stone ledge running the length of the site, and where Sullivan had designed prominent water features. "The ledge ultimately determined where a lot of features were going to go," says Sullivan with a laugh.
Seed Aide®
Mulching Granules top the competition.

Seed Aide® can be applied with a high-volume drop or broadcast spreader and by hand. Tests prove that Seed Aide's granular texture and unique physical properties allow for greater water absorption. When impacted by raindrops, Seed Aide swells and flattens. This results in superior soil surface coverage and moisture retention for better germination. Seed Aide provides hydro-seeding performance without a large investment in equipment.

Jet-Spray™
Pourable Fiber Mulch Flakes save time and increase production.

Jet-Spray™ with poly-fibres load fast in small tank openings. Designed specifically for jet-agitated hydraulic machines, our patented fiber mulch flakes pour into the tank reducing loading time by up to 90% versus baled fiber mulch. Poly-fibres enhance the water holding capacity of the slurry while improving the erosion control performance of the fiber mulch matrix.
Running out of time: pegerminate

Realizing that winters come early in New England, R&M Naturscape pegerminated grass seed in 55-gallon plastic drums prior to hydroseeding the lawn at the Mountain View Grand Hotel. Roger Petite and his R&M Naturscape crew put the germinated seed down during the 2001 Labor Day weekend. He used a 300-gallon Turbo Turf hydroseeding unit rented from Dayton Supply in Maine.

Mark Sullivan, one of the partners in R&M Naturscape, said that he learned how to pegerminate seed by visiting the Web site www.turboturf.com. "It provided me with a lot of great information," he said. The company used a mixture of Kentucky bluegrass, perennial ryegrass and fescue seed (Catamont Supreme Mix from the Oliver Seed Co., Vermont) on the hotel site.

Water and stone features dominate the property — three ponds, two streams (one of 16,000 gallons per hour, the other at 8,000 gph), several sizable waterfalls (including one 9-ft. wide with a 6-ft. drop), and an antique 5-tier fountain to greet guests at the hotel entrance. R&M Naturscape relied on Chicago-based pond builder/supplier Aquascape Designs (www.aquascapedesigns.com) for the basic design and materials to install and make the water features appear natural yet maintainable. Areas surrounding the water features are finished with collections of native bog plants.

The landscape company, which employed as many as 16 workers during peak construction last summer, will be putting in finishing details and establishing gardens at the hotel until early July. Sullivan says that R&M Naturscape will seek to professionally maintain the property, too. But no firm decision has been made about that, and Craffey says he may opt for in-house maintenance. 

---

**Save Big.**

**Hire a Professional Irrigation Consultant**

Independent irrigation consultants can help you save water, energy and money by applying their knowledge and experience to the efficient and effective design of irrigation systems. Find out how much by contacting a member of the American Society of Irrigation Consultants.
I only want to get down and dirty once. If I have to do it again, I’m losing money and time. Install confidence. Not callbacks or changeouts.

Install Rain Bird®. You cannot afford to waste time and money at the job site. You need to install irrigation products that work right out of the box and continue to deliver long after you leave. For nearly seven decades, Rain Bird has been the preferred choice for contractors who know that time is money. Install confidence. Install Rain Bird.

For your free tools to Install Confidence, call 1-800-RainBird (U.S. only) and request this CD that contains product information, specifications and technical data or visit www.rainbird.com for more information about Rain Bird products.
The one that got away (almost)

This landscape company owner saved a big contract by crunching the numbers

BY JASON STAHL

There’s lots of things that can cause a landscape or lawn care company owner to pull his or her hair out, but one of the most stressful has to be watching a big client cancel their contract with no explanation. That’s what happened to Tony Bass, President of Bass Custom Landscapes, Bonaire, GA, last year.

The problem: big client cancels

Bass’s client had experienced a tough year, and decided to cut the landscape operating budget. “It didn’t make a lot of sense,” Bass says. “They called and asked us to fax them a copy of their current contract, and two days later we get a fax from them saying they were going to discontinue our services within 60 days.”

Bass immediately called to find out what the client’s goals were and to make sure his company hadn’t done anything wrong. He was relieved to find out the problem wasn’t his company, it was that the client wanted to save money. Still, Bass was perturbed. “They said they estimated they could save money by bringing the work in-house,” Bass says. “I reminded them that the reason they had hired my company was because it wasn’t working out for them in-house. We were better equipment and had more expertise.”

Still, Bass knew he had to do more than sweet-talk this client.

The solution: cost analysis

Bass decided to work up a detailed cost analysis with the client to figure out if the client truly was going to save money by canceling the contract with him. Bass asked several questions, including:

► How many hours are allocated for maintenance each week?
► What is the average worker wage?
► What is the cost of your labor burden, specifically a benefits package?

“I told them how much it costs per hour to run a mower and an edger,” Bass says. “As it turned out, there was only a $5,000 difference between what I was getting paid and what the cost would be to them. Then I said, ‘You haven’t bought any flowers or mulch yet, and your savings are only $5,000.’”

Then, Bass pointed out that the client still had a full-time person tractor mowing the large areas who had worked there a long time. “I told them that I knew they were loyal to him, but when we had sat down they had told me they wanted to save money,” Bass says. “If that’s your goal, I said, ‘then you need to give me the opportunity to price the whole property.’”

Bass concluded that it would only cost the client $20,000 a year to add the other services. Two weeks later, the client signed a contract for an additional two years. The total savings to them was $50,000.

“A simple conversation would have proved my case,” says Bass, “but looking at the numbers in a clear, legible format helped.”

Bass says he learned two lessons from his conversation with the client who almost walked: 1. Don’t always think you can’t salvage a contract, and 2. If people want to save money, figure out how to allow them to do it.
Everything you need.
Get saved by software

Winter’s a great time to upgrade your computer systems and train your staff to make those upgrades pay off

BY LYNNE BRAKEMAN / ON-LINE CONTENT EDITOR

If your company hasn’t upgraded its computer systems in the last five years, it may be time to consider investing in Green Industry-specific software and staff training that will allow your company to grow, even in tough economic times.

As these two landscape/lawn care company owners admit, the up-front cost in time and money will seem like a lot at first — but the results will speak for themselves.

Steve Hill, President
TurfTenders, Inc. • Raleigh, NC
We’ve been in business 21 years. We still use QuickBooks for some of our accounting, but we implemented the CLIP system years ago because it has some great functionality on industry-specific issues.

For example, we have an installation division and a maintenance division. On the maintenance side, CLIP allows us to capture the square footage so we can project the amounts of fertilizer and labor needed. And it allows us to schedule jobs once a year, once a month or once a week.

This is especially valuable for an annual job like irrigation winterization. For each job, we can input notes about where the device is, what type of clock it has, etc. So, from year to year, you don’t lose that knowledge when different personnel perform that task. Those notes also help us when a property changes hands.

In order to get the value out of a product like this, you have to invest in training your people. I think you need to invest an amount at least equal to the cost of the product itself. We have four front office people using it: myself, our estimator, the maintenance manager and our accounting assistant. We’ve sent our folks to several CLIP training sessions, and we buy the updates.

Tim Doppel, President, Owner
Atwood LawnCare • Sterling Heights, MI
I’ve been in this business for 32 years. There’s never been any question about doing things the best we possibly could, so we’ve been computerized for almost 25 years.

I just crack up when I think back to what we used to use. We used to have Radio Shack Tandy machines with 5.25 in. floppy disks! About 13 or 14 years ago, we went with the RealGreen system so we could have information at our fingertips that helps us make much better decisions on ordering products and scheduling labor.

We’ve just started using remote data capture. The technicians use a hand-held device to enter start and finish times on each job and record products used and any problems. The real time savings is when they bring the handheld back to the office and drop it in the cradle to download the data in 30 seconds or less.

Solutions providers

Adkad
www.adkad.com

Alocet Software (Lawn Monkey)
www.lawnmonkey.com

DK Enterprises
www.dkenet.com/winlawn.html

Include Software Corp.
www.include.com

Intac International Inc. (Wintac Pro)
www.wintac.net

Performance Software Tech., Inc.
www.GoPST.com

Practical Solutions
www.theservicesolution.com

Real Green Systems
www.realgreen.com

Sensible Software, Inc. (CLIP)
www.clip.com

Slice Technologies
www.sliceplus.com

Tree Management Systems Inc.
www.turftree.com

UDS, Green Industry Software, Inc.
www.activeapplications.com

Vanguard Computer Systems, Inc.
www.camelotsoftware.com

Visit our Web site for live links to all these solutions providers and short product descriptions of the features available with each software package.
Honda trimmers. More power. Less smoke. Virtually smoke-free Honda 4-stroke trimmers don't whine like 2-strokes, run on straight gas, and are 360° inclinable. They cut operating costs up to 60% compared to similar sized 2-stroke trimmers. Plus, it won't bog down, regardless of which of its eight optional attachments you use. Also, be sure to check out our new 4-stroke Stick Edger. You'll find it in the no smoking section, too. For more information, call 1-800-426-7701 or visit www.honda.com.
The American prairie was once lush in vegetation with no input from humans whatsoever. Intense microorganism activity and consistent turnover of plant and animal residue enabled prairie grasses to flourish. Undisturbed plants had extensive root systems that penetrated to depths of 30 feet or more. In total contrast, modern turfgrass culture is incompatible with the notion of perpetual and natural sustained plant growth.

Unlike prairie grasses, turfgrasses must be regularly groomed for their aesthetic appearance and as a cushioned surface for walking, running and playing. By focusing attention on optimizing root growth and soil microbial activity, it’s possible for turfgrass managers to maintain a healthy turf environment with a significant reduction of inputs.

Frequent mowing and irrigation, combined with nitrogen fertilization, result in growth cycles that interfere with the normal exchange of carbohydrates from shoots to roots, and vice versa. The art of turf management is the ability to maintain a consistent shoot-to-root ratio during the time of year when a particular variety enters its most rapid growth period. Left to their own accord, turfgrasses, like prairie grasses, grow massive root systems that sustain plants through seasons of extreme heat and cold.

In cultured turf, root growth is often re-
stricted, resulting in inefficient carbohydrate utilization, translocation and storage.

**Steady growth the key**

Spurts of growth, or “growth peaks,” are the most energy-consuming phenomena in the metabolic cycle of all life forms. Plants derive energy from the sun to manufacture carbohydrates in leaves through the process of photosynthesis. They then translocate the carbohydrates to the roots, where they’re stored and drawn upon as needed. When top growth occurs in peaks and valleys, the demand for carbohydrates is so great that roots will actually lose mass. When root systems become unable to store and transport water and carbohydrates, turf grasses decline. A shallow root system — the consequence of growth peaks — becomes even more vulnerable to rapid deterioration at soil temperatures above 80 F.

**A Catch-22 situation**

Mowed turfgrass requires a constant, steady supply of nitrogen during the growing season to minimize growth peaks and maintain a healthy root system. This is best accomplished with reserve soil nitrogen from a slow-release source. The shoot-to-root ratio — or the rate of shoot growth compared to that of root mass — should remain 2-to-1 or lower for optimum health and ability to recover from stress. For closely mowed grasses, such as golf greens, this ratio should be closer to 1.5 to 1. Growth peaks precipitate root decline, and mowing more than 1/3 of top growth further shocks a root system struggling to survive. Thatch is sloughed-off stem and crown tissue that accumulates faster than microorganisms can break it down. Unlike leaf tissue that easily decomposes, these more... continued on page 58
lignaceous parts of the plant create a barrier to air and water movement into the soil. To maintain color and growth, turf managers commonly use quickly available soluble nitrogen. But the long-term results get worse instead of better. Root growth becomes increasingly restricted and confined to the shallow, hotter layers of the soil profile.

Manage your N
Steady growth with good color and a shoot-to-root ratio of less than 2-to-1 can be accomplished by:

- “spoon feeding” light amounts of soluble nitrogen every 10 days to 2 weeks with no more than 1/4-lb. of N per 1,000 square feet, or
- applying slow-release or water-insoluble nitrogen (WIN) every two to four months. A variety of slow-release nitrogen fertilizer products exist in granular or coated-prill forms. They include sulfur-coated urea, polymer-coated urea, isobutylidene diurea, methylurea and ureaform.

Each of the slow-release nitrogen sources will supply a reserve of nitrogen in fertilizer form beyond the immediate

Balanced diet for southern turf
Turf managers striving for ideal conditioning in warm-season turfgrasses should focus on early spring and early summer fertilization. Good soil nutrition at that time of year will encourage a deep and vigorous root system going into the heat of summer. A strong root system is the best defense against stress, and will efficiently transport nutrients and water to leaf tissue to maintain color and rigidity.

The ideal strategy for optimum root growth is to approximate an annual NPK fertilizer program of a 3-1-2 or a 2-1-2 ratio of nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P2O5) and potassium (K2O). This principle applies equally to warm-season and cool-season grasses, regardless of geography. In golf and sports turfs, where clippings are removed, potassium levels equal to or exceeding annual rates of nitrogen will help build turf that’s more resistant to wear and frequent mowing.

Soil health is vital
Soil teeming with microbial activity supports vigorous rooting and healthy plant growth. Shifting emphasis from turf nutrition to soil nutrition will ensure that turfgrasses have a healthy, sustained color and growth. A biologically active soil has an abundant population of decomposer microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi, actinomycetes and other less prominent species. As these organisms decompose organic matter — dead plant and animal
needs of the turf. But WIN from ureaform can supply enough residual nitrogen to the soil for release over an entire growing season. Ureaform and methyleneurea release nitrogen through microbial activity while contributing both nitrogen and carbon toward microorganisms’ food and energy requirements. Unseen caretakers of the soil, microorganisms are the driving force of the nitrogen cycle.

Ureaform, also known as Nitroform, is used commercially to stimulate microbial degradation of petroleum-contaminated soils. Research at the University of Illinois showed that Nitroform contributed to the least thatch build-up over all other N sources tested. The evidence suggests that well-nourished soil microbes accelerate decomposition of resistant plant residues to humus.

Liquid nitrogen fertilizer can only be continued on page 60

---

**When roots do their thing**

During early spring and early summer fertilizer applications to warm-season grasses, it’s important to strike the correct fertility balance. Manage top growth for good color, but don’t allow such rapid growth that there are excessive carbohydrate demands on the root system. Keep a narrow root-to-shoot ratio by applying slow-release nitrogen sources. A sound fertilizer program with proper watering will not only promote microbial activity but encourage roots to penetrate into the cooler depths of the soil before the severe heat of summer.

Warm-season grasses expend the greater part of their energy for root formation in early spring to mid-summer. Root formation also occurs in mid-fall, but to a lesser degree. Timing fertilizer applications to coincide with these periods promotes a more healthy, stress-resistant turf when other good nutritional and cultural practices are employed.
considered slow-release if it contains suspended water-insoluble nitrogen (WIN) particles. Liquid products that claim controlled-release nitrogen typically contain a third or more free urea nitrogen. The remainder is soluble monomethylol urea, a "prepolymer" compound formed in the urea-formaldehyde reaction, and methylenediurea, the only polymer formed in the UF reaction that will stay in solution. Attempts to produce and market more complex liquid UF polymers containing WIN have been unsuccessful to date.

Nitroform ureaform is marketed in a powdered form. Known as Powder Blue or powder gray, it contains 69% of nitrogen as WIN. Here are some application tips:

- Suspend 1 lb. of Powder Blue or gray in two gallons of water with good agitation.
- Or, suspend 1 lb. of either product in one gallon of water with strong agitation and a suspension agent such as Kelzan-S or Flozine.
- Use flood-tip nozzles or showerhead nozzles with holes a minimum of 9/37-in. diameter for good delivery of a ureaform suspension.
- Remove screen filters to help prevent a backup of solids during application.

Liquid application advantages
Though reacted-urea fertilizer solutions don't supply residual nitrogen, they do exhibit a greatly reduced burn potential over prilled urea or urea solution, which is the principle advantage of their use. They work particularly well in fertigation systems. They require little additional water to effect an even distribution. Nitrogen is released rapidly, mostly by chemical hydrolysis, though there may be slight but rapid microbial conversion of methylene diurea to the ammonium (NH₄⁺) form.

Liquid application disadvantages
Disadvantages include:
- Leaf tissue has a strong affinity for monomethylol urea and methylenediurea. Where clippings are removed, considerable nitrogen fertilizer could be removed with them. Rinse the treated area with clear water as soon as possible, and don't collect the clippings for at least two mowings.
- Larger, more expensive application equipment is required to carry and accurately apply liquid fertilizer. A good spinner applicator can cover the same area with granular products just as fast with minimal downtime due to wind.
- Applying 1 lb. of nitrogen per 1,000 sq. ft. from urea or reacted urea solutions will nearly always result in excessive growth for one to two weeks. The more soluble nitrogen available to the plant, the more water it takes to satisfy the demands of new growth. Applications of no more than 1 lb. of N from liquid nitrogen (all sources) per 1,000 sq. ft. at two-week intervals will avoid growth peaks that contribute to root mass decline.
- Potential for leaching and volatility loss of nitrogen is significant when nitrogen is applied as a soluble liquid. Several research projects have shown that ureaform resists leaching and volatilization. In fact, N loss is nearly insignificant in sandy soil.

Summary
Peaks and valleys in turfgrass growth cycles contribute to root mass decline and thatch build-up. Slow, steady growth promotes a dense turf with a greater root mass in the
Mowed turfgrass requires a constant, steady supply of nitrogen during the growing season.

deeper, cooler layers of the soil profile. Only water-insoluble nitrogen (WIN) contributes to a soil reserve of N from which plants can draw as needed.

Ureaform and methyleneurea fertilizers supply both useable nitrogen and carbon to soil microorganisms. In turn, ammonium nitrogen (NH4+) is gradually released back to the soil and subsequently to the nitrate form that plants prefer.

Reacted-urea N solutions have less burn potential than straight urea, and provide controlled release of nitrogen. They shouldn't claim slow release or water insoluble nitrogen unless they contain ureaform in suspension. LX

— The author is a technical consultant with Nu-Gro Technologies, Inc.
Multiple stress syndrome

A number of ash, sugar maple and oak trees with thin crowns are showing decline at a campground. Walkways there contain small gravel which we think is crushed limestone. There also appears to be a lot of soil compaction. Most of the trees were planted about four years ago. Grass is growing close to the trunks. We haven’t seen any rodents or other means of bark injury. Any idea what may be wrong?

— CANADA

Based on your description of the growing site and plant decline, it appears the problem is related to a combination of stress factors that I call “multiple stress syndrome.” A stress factor such as compaction can limit air and water infiltration to the rootzone, and crushed limestone can raise the soil pH level and adversely affect nutrient uptake. This can lead to nutrient deficiency and chlorosis disorder. Check for the possibility of a high pH-related problem. Also, consider that these trees are newly transplanted and experiencing transplant shock. Check for problems such as deep planting or left-over nylon threads, which can cause girdling roots at the soil line and prevent water and nutrient uptake. After transplantation, it takes several years for the plant to establish. During this recovery period, exposure to moisture and/or temperature extremes can induce lots of stress on plants. Lack of moisture during drought can particularly affect overall tree health. Without proper water and air, roots cannot grow. Without a good root system, the above ground plant parts also stop growing.

To manage this problem, consider vertical mulching or radial trenching and filling with compost to improve air circulation. Recovery from decline is a slow process. Proper watering, mulching, fertilizing and pest management as needed would improve the plant health. If the soil pH has been elevated above 7.5, remove the limestone if possible and replace with pea gravel or other material that’s not alkaline.

Alternative options

With some organophosphate and carbamate insecticides slowly disappearing, we need to find comparable alternative pesticides to use. In our insect control program, we’ve used Dursban, Sevin, Orthene, etc. to control caterpillars feeding on trees and shrubs. What alternative insecticides would be good to use in this situation?

— MD

Dollar weed dilemma

How do we get rid of dollar weed from centipedegrass? Also, since the centipede lawn is thin, how can we improve the turf?

— FL

Dollar weed requires a lot of water for good growth, so cut down the amount of water you provide to reduce growth. Second, centipedegrass doesn’t need too much nitrogen per year.

To manage the dollar weed using herbicides, consider using Atrazine. Atrazine can be applied as a liquid or in granular formulation. Reportedly, granular Atrazine with fertilizer performs better. Consider using fertilizer products such as 20-0-20 with Atrazine or 0-0-7 with Atrazine. Generally, one time per year is sufficient.

If the centipedegrass becomes yellow and shows evidence of nutrient deficiency, treat with iron products. Iron starvation can weaken the turf, turf density and growth.

By using Atrazine herbicide once, dollar weed might begin to disappear. Your existing centipedegrass should fill in open areas, and the lawn should become more dense.

If it doesn’t fill in the empty areas, consider either vegetative sprigging or sodding as needed. Both of these operations are labor intensive and expensive, so only consider them if your cultural approaches plus herbicide management don’t provide satisfactory results. Generally, overseeding isn’t done with centipedegrass. Sprigging or sodding can be done in spring in northern Florida and any time in other areas in Florida.

Manager of Research and Technical Development for the Davey Tree Expert Co., Kent, Ohio

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: “Ask the Expert” Landscape Management; 7500 Old Oak Blvd.; Cleveland, OH 44130, or email: jstahl@advanstar.com. Please allow two to three months for an answer to appear.
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Lock down
Knoxx Industries' new DuraLock CableLock is an 8-in.-long woven cable with stainless steel ends that allows truck and trailer owners to secure valuable cargo. Its hardened electroless nickel coating resists hacksaws and saltwater. Mount anywhere, including tool box, headache rack, truck bed or trailer.
For more information contact Knoxx Industries at 877/456-6699 or www.knoxx.com / circle no. 250

Chip it up
Bandit’s 14-in. capacity Model 254 hand-fed Brush Bandit Chipper is now available with an optional back hoe style loader to ease the task of feeding large diameter materials and piles of brush. The boom has an 11-ft. reach with a lifting capacity of 500 lbs. A 270-degree swivel rotation grapple comes standard.
For more information contact Bandit at 800/952-0178 or www.banditchippers.com / circle no. 251

Bye bye thatch
Sisis’s Rotorake 600 thatch remover has a 13-hp engine, a 24-in. working width and will work to a maximum depth of 2 in. It also has one neutral, one reverse and six forward gears and front or rear discharge.
For more information contact Sisis Inc. at 864/261-6218 or www.sisis.com / circle no. 252

Cut it out
Exmark has two new Lazer Z mid-mount zero-turns, one with a 20-hp Kohler engine and one with a 25-hp Kawasaki engine. The new 20-hp features a 52-in. UltraCut deck, and the engine has a heavy duty canister air filter and clean-out ports. The 25-hp features a 60-in. UltraCut deck.
For more information contact Exmark at 402/223-6300 or www.exmark.com / circle no. 254

Go with the flow
L.R. Nelson’s 9000 Series one-inch valves are available in threaded or slip versions and angle and globe models with and without flow control. This PVC valve also has a captured diaphragm for ease of service.
For more information contact L.R. Nelson Corporation at 800/622-8024 or www.lrnelsion.com / circle no. 255

Much mulch
The Mulch Tender from Millcreek Manufacturing carries up to 10.2 cu. yds. of mulch to residential and commercial job sites, then automatically dispenses mulch into wheelbarrows. One man can load a wheelbarrow in 10 seconds by operating an on/off switch, says the company.
For more information contact Millcreek at 800/311-1323 / circle no. 256

Tight moves
Buhler Manufacturing’s B56 wheel loader is a four wheel drive unit that articulates and oscillates for tight space operation. It is powered by a 56-hp Kubota diesel engine.
For more information contact Buhler at 204/661-8711 or www.buhler.com / circle no. 253

All wet
Specially engineered for mid-size commercial turf areas, Rain Bird’s 5004 stainless steel rotor has a radius of throw of 23-50 ft. The tough stainless steel riser deters vandals, and a built-in slip clutch mechanism provides added protection to the gear drive.
For more information contact Rain Bird at 520/741-6100 or www.rainbird.com / circle no. 257

Mid-sized might
Sario Power Mowers’ Viper is a mid-size lawn mower, a five-speed and self-propelled machine with a 32-in.-wide cutting swath. Available with either a 10.5-hp Briggs & Stratton industrial-commercial, 12.5-hp Kawasaki, or 13-hp Honda engine.
For more information contact Sario at 800/749-52% or www.sarloower.com / circle no. 258

Get a grip
GripWorks’ Foam Grip Wrap cushions grips for all kinds of tools. The wrap is 1/8-in. thick, and each foam kit includes a 5-ft. strip of wrap and four finishing tape strips.
For more information contact GripWorks at 800/827-4747 / circle no. 259
The latest landscape industry news is at your fingertips—FREE

Week in Review
From Landscape Management Magazine

IS FOR YOU!
Landscape Management's editorial team sifts through the week's hottest news—so you don't have to. Tap into a reliable source of news and hands-on information with links to more resources.

Here's what you get in your e-mail box every week:
- Business and the Economy: coverage of economic shifts that affect the landscape industry; mergers and acquisitions; financial news.
- Business Management: tips on running a more profitable business; resources you can tap into for immediate information.
- New Products: new product announcements and updates on products to enhance your landscape business.
- Industry Announcements: the latest company and personnel announcements.
- Events: up-to-date calendar of conferences, seminars and other events in the landscape industry.

Start getting e-mail you can't wait to open. Log onto www.LandscapeManagement.net today!

February

18-22 Cornell Turfgrass Management Short Course / Westchester County, NY; 607/255-1792

20-21 Landscape Industry Show / Long Beach, CA; 800/448-2522

20-22 Winter Workshop 2002 / Bethesda, MD; Sponsored by the Landscape Contractors Association; 301/948-0810

22 ILCA Annual Excellence in Landscape Awards Dinner and Ceremony / Oak Brook, IL; 630/472-2851

22-23 Xeriscape Conference 2002 / Albuquerque, New Mexico; 505/341-5743

23-3 Southern Spring Show / Charlotte, NC; 704/376-6594

25 NYSTA Southeast Regional Conference / Suffern, NY; www.nysta.org

25-1 Indiana-Illinois Turfgrass Short Course / Willowbrook, IL; 765/494-8039

26-28 Western PA Turf Conference & Trade Show / Monroeville, PA; 814/863-3475

27 NJLCA Trade Show & Conference / Secaucus, NJ; 201/664-6310

March

5-6 CALCP Spring Training Conference / Aurora, CO; 303/850-7587

5-7 New England Regional Turf Conference & Trade Show / Providence, RI; 401/848-0004

5-8 The Work Truck Show / Orlando, FL; 800/441-6832

6-7 Metropolitan Detroit Landscape Assn. Trade Show and Convention / Novi, MI; 800/354-6352

9-17 Chicago Flower & Garden Show / Chicago, IL; 312/321-0077

11 NYSTA Western Regional Conference / Buffalo, NY; www.nysta.org

16 ILCA Equipment Auction / Crystal Lake, IL; 630/472-2851

21-24 ALCA Student Career Days / Peoria, IL; 800/395-2522

22-24 Capital District Garden & Flower Show / Troy, NY; 518/356-6410
JRCO BOOM SPRAYER & ELECTRIC BROADCAST SPREADER
Turn your ZT mower into a complete turf application vehicle

Jrco

30 gal. boom sprayer; 2.2 cu. ft./120 lb. spreader
Call for dealer 800.966.8442 www.jrcoinc.com
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Seeking Director of Maintenance Operations

Landscape Development Inc., a national top 20 landscape firm, is seeking a highly talented and experienced professional to fill the position of Director of Maintenance Operations for its Southern California Offices.

This position is responsible for all aspects of our maintenance operations, reporting directly to the company president. The goal of this position is to create in our maintenance operations the same leadership status we currently enjoy in landscape construction.

We seek a highly motivated, capable and self-directed individual to lead this exciting effort for Landscape Development.

Contact Samantha Fleming Tel: 661-295-1970 Fax: 661-295-1969
Email: Sferring@landscapedevelopment.com www.landscapedevelopment.com
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• Edge or trim at any angle from horizontal to vertical with one quick adjustment.

• Can be adapted to virtually any mower deck

• Easily folds out of the way for transportation, and will not extend the deck width!

• Mount is spring loaded to swing away from obstacles for added safety.

• Increase productivity for all zero turn mowers.

LEADER IN TURF CARE INNOVATIONS
For more information, contact your local PECO dealer today
1-800-438-5823
www.lawnvac.com
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The #1 magazine in the industry brings you the most practical and useful web site in the industry

www.LandscapeManagement.net

Find out why thousands of landscape professionals log onto www.lanscapemanagement.net every day.

For more information, contact John Payne, Group Publisher, at 800-225-4569; fax: 440-891-2675; e-mail: jpayne@advanstar.com.
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IS® 4000Z

- 61- or 72-inch cutting width
- 27 hp LC Kawasaki or 31 hp Daihatsu engine
- All-new four-wheel (front and rear) IS® Independent Suspension
- Twin A-section hydro drive belts
- Adjustable, 360-degree rotating anti-scalp rollers
- Foot-operated deck lift
- Unmatched two-year front-to-rear warranty

Call us today at (800) 933-6175 or visit our website at www.ferrisindustries.com for your closest Ferris Dealer.

Ferris Industries The Commercial Mower Specialist
IS is a registered trademark of Ferris Industries, a Simplicity company. All rights reserved.
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Business For Sale

Netting $338,175 a year in Beautiful Colorado! LANDSCAPE SEEDING COMPANY Started by the present owner 42 years ago Only three employees Real Estate Also Available A. Jay Hoyal & Company – 800-757-6088 www.BizForSaleInColorado.com

Unique Lawn & Garden Business located on one of Florida’s most exclusive islands. $1.2MM Sales / $300K Owner Benefits Business includes just under 1 acre of prime island property. Contact to Buy or Sell Tom Gerber (Business Broker) C-21 Sunbelt Realty 300-892-5645 X371 Email gerber@c21sunbelt.com www.fibiz4sale.com

LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY Well Established 20-year Landscape Company Boston, Massachusetts Area. Annual volume $3.1 million PLUS! Company breakdown: • 70% Construction • 20% Maintenance • 10% Snow Operations Well managed and organized operation with a meticulous fleet. Will sell with or without the Real Estate, which has all the necessary provisions for repairs and parking. The 2001 backlog to date is $2.9 Million! Contact GLOBAL BUSINESS EXCHANGE MR. JOHN F. DOYLE at: 781-380-4100

LONG ESTABLISHED NURSERY IN AFFLUENT COMMUNITY Features Include: Approximately six acres with • Buildings & Facilities • Nursery Equipment • Shade Houses • Wholesale Annuals/Flowers Nursery • Contract Growers Asking $695,000 Please reply to e-mail: jschwiering@norrisandcompany.net

Business Opportunities

Looking for a job? Great. We’ll start you at CEO.

Tired of struggling in the landscape industry? We’ll give you a promotion. Call us today and learn how to start your very own franchise.

Discount Sprayer Parts

REPLACEMENT PARTS & PUMPS FOR:

• FMC (John Bean) • Hypro •
• F.E. Myers • Udor •
• Comet and General Pumps •
Also Spraying Systems Tee-Jet and Albus spray nozzles. We have a complete line of sprayer accessories such as spray guns, hoses & hose reels.

Call TOLL FREE: 888-SPRAYER for a free catalog.

Email: sprayerparts@sellsouth.net Website: SprayerPartsDepot.com

LANDSCAPE DESIGN KIT 3

48 rubber stamp symbols of trees, shrubs, plants & more. 1/8" scale. Stamp sizes from 1/4" to 1 3/4".

$89 = $6.50 s/h VISA, MasterCard, or MC’s shipped next day. Checks delayed shipment 3 weeks. CA add 7.25% Tax.

AMERICAN STAMP CO.
12290 Rain Rd. LMC, Wilson, CA 95693

Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

FREE APPRAISAL • NO BROKER FEES
SELLING YOUR BUSINESS?

Professional Business Consultants can offer you an attractive business valuation without disclosing your identity. Consultant’s Fees are paid by the buyer.

CALL: 708-744-6715
Fax: 630-910-8100

ConKlin Products

OPPORTUNITY!

Use/market, new technology liquid slow-release fertilizer, micro-nutrients, adjuvants, drift control, seed treatments, etc. BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER.
FREE Catalog – 800-832-9635
Fax: 320-238-2390
Email: kmfranke@hutchtel.net

Put Classifieds to work for you! Call Leslie Zola at 800-225-4569 x2670
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MOWER REPLACEMENT PARTS
FREE 200 Page Catalog – Save $$
Mower Blades • Air & Oil Filters
Trimmer Line • Belts • Plugs
Over 20,000 Blades in Stock
MOW MORE SUPPLIES
1-800-866-9667
www.physan.com

W.E. CHAPPS!
YOUR SOURCE FOR:
Mesh Debris Mower Bags
Equipment Covers
Landscape Accessories
FREE CATALOG!!!
1-800-336-2477
www.wechapps.com

THE BRICKMAN GROUP, LTD.
Careers in landscape management
available in:
California – Colorado
Connecticut – Delaware
Florida – Georgia
Illinois – Indiana
Maryland – Massachusetts
Minnesota – Missouri
New Jersey – New York
North Carolina – Ohio
Pennsylvania – South Carolina
Tennessee – Texas
Virginia – Wisconsin
Fax: 301-987-1565
E-mail: jobs@brickmangroup.com
www.brickmangroup.com

THE RBC COMPANIES ARE NOW
American Civil Constructors
Join us as we change the face
of the landscape industry
through innovative solutions
and years of experience.
We offer a wide range of benefits
including medical, dental, 401(k),
125 cafeteria plan and education.
call 303-795-2582 or email
resumes@rbicompanies.com

EMPLOYERS – JOB SEEKERS
JOBS IN HORTICULTURE...
The twice-a-month national
newspaper and website for
Green Industry employment.
Call: 800-428-2474 or
Visit: www.hortjobs.com
Since 1993

I LOVE NEW YORK!
Come join one of the finest and largest family
operated Full Service Landscape Companies in
prestigious Westchester County.
Michael Bellantoni Inc. is a 39-year-old company
experiencing strong growth, creating a need for:
• Division Managers
• Project Managers
• Operations Managers
• Forepersons

Responsibe for day-to-day Operations, Estimating,
Supervision of field personnel. Qualified applicants
must have proven leadership abilities and two years’
horticultural experience. Incentive pay–
Holiday/Vacation pay – Health/Simple IRA
Fax or send resume:
Michael Bellantoni Inc.
121 Lafayette Ave., White Plains, NY 10603
Fax: 914-948-6473

Large Established Landscape
Contractor in Northern Colorado
Multiple positions available for leadsmen and
foremen on our landscape and irrigation divisions.
These positions depend on experience:
Leadsmen will ideally have 1-3 years experience
in the green industry with foremen having 3-5
years experience in commercial installation.
Our company offers:
• Exceptional growth opportunities
• Full-time employment
• Competitive pay and benefits

We’re looking for detail-oriented, self-motivated
team players with bilingual skills (Spanish-English)
and crew management experience.
Submit your resume, via fax:
970-493-4943
e-mail: millbro@frii.com
(Subject line must read: Attn Megan, Foremen Resume)
Or mail to:
Mill Brothers Landscape & Nursery
Attn: Human Resources
6121 East Harmony Road
Fort Collins, CO 80528

JOBS IN ALL areas of the Green Industry
Visit Today!
www.horticuluraljobs.com

MANAGEMENT POSITION
Sales/Estimator
Well-established landscaping company is seeking
an experienced landscape veteran to develop
and implement sales leads and establish an
estimating team. Looking for a person with a
positive, team player attitude. Position involves:
• Sales
• Job Costing
• Estimating & Training
Candidate must have experience in high-end
residential, construction hardscape techniques,
drainage sales management, civil earthwork.
Landscape degree or equivalent necessary.
Computer literacy a must.
Call 781-837-6700 x30 or
e-mail resume and salary requirements to:
jmichael@shore.net
EOE/AA
BOZZUTO LANDSCAPING COMPANY
Serving Maryland & Virginia

BLC is a stable, profitable, award-winning firm, seeking career-minded individuals.

Positions Available in:

- Field
- Sales
- Management

E-mail: tdavis@land.bozzuto.com
Web Site: www.bozzuto.com
Phone: 301-497-3900

IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR

The Irrigation Department Supervisor is responsible for all functions of our irrigation department including irrigation and landscaping lighting sales, installation and service.

WEEDS INCORPORATED

is a 35-year-old company specializing in Industrial Weed Control. We are looking for a Qualified Regional Manager in our Chicago office. The successful candidate must be self-motivated, organized and have experience in sales and service scheduling.

WEEDS INCORPORATED

Phone: 610-358-9430 • Fax: 610-358-9438
www.weedsinc.com

ENVIROMENTAL CONTRACTING COMPANY

Project Manager/Estimator

Western States Reclamation, Inc. (WSRI) an “award winning” 18-year-old company located in the beautiful Rocky Mountain Region – rated #1 for year-round outdoor activities and 350 days of sunshine! Our services and projects include land restoration, large landscape/irrigation construction, minor earthwork and light civil engineering. Project sizes range from $50K-$4M.

WEEDS INCORPORATED

Phone: 610-358-9430 • Fax: 610-358-9438

ACRES GROUP... The BEST Place for the BEST People to Work! Acres Group, one of Northern Illinois’ largest independent landscape contractors growing at +17%, seeks additional Maintenance Managers & Project Managers to continue our growth. Opportunities available in 3 of our 5 facilities–Wauconda, Roselle and Naperville. Maintenance Managers supervise and train multiple crews. Project Managers will bid, sell and service new commercial construction projects. Superior compensation and benefit opportunities. Contact Maureen for immediate confidential consideration: PO Box 448, Wauconda, IL 60084. Phone: 847-526-4554; Fax: 847-526-4587; Email: greatjobsare@acresgroup.com Surpass your own personal expectations in a fantastic team environment. Visit our website at www.acresgroup.com for more career opportunities! MEMBERS OF THE ILCA SINCE 1985.

FLORAPERSONNEL, INC. In our second decade of performing confidential key employee searches for the landscape/horticulture industry and allied trades worldwide. Retained basis only. Candidate contact welcome, confidential, and always free. 1740 Lake Markham Road, Sanford, FL 32771. PHONE 407-320-8177. FAX 407-320-8083. Email: Hortsearch@aol.com Website: http://www.florapersonnel.com

GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES Western Lawns Inc., a leading landscape management company, has career opportunities available for motivated self-starters with experience in the landscape management industry. Continued growth has created opportunities in the following areas: Account Managers, Assistant Account Managers, Landscape Design/Sales, Landscape Crew Leaders, Irrigation Crew Leaders. Western Lawns has offices in Oklahoma City, OK, Tulsa, OK, and Ft. Smith, AR. Interested applicants should send or fax a resume to: Western Lawns, Attn: Neal Roberts, Box 304, Bethany, OK 73008. Fax: 405-943-4270

WEEDS INCORPORATED

Phone: 610-358-9430 • Fax: 610-358-9438

FOR A

FREE DEMO, CALL 24 HOURS: 1-800-724-7899 ext.2

www.wintac.net

Software

The all-in-one software for landscapers

- True 32-bit Windows® Design, Unlimited Data Capacity
- Visual Job Scheduler, Job Costing, Street Mapping
- Automatic Maintenance Scheduling and Routing
- Automatic Invoicing, Phase Billing, Profit Tracking
- Track Work History, Material, Labor, Productivity
- Attach your own Photos to Customers, Job Sites
- Full Accounting: GL, A/P, A/R, Payroll, Checking, Inventory. Or link to QuickBooks®, Peachtree®, MS Office®
- Print Proposals, Invoices, Work Orders, Statements, Purchase Orders, Reports, Letters, Labels. Send Email!

LANDSCAPE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LBMS) – Billing System for Landscapers – Basic System $499® –
Rapp Industries, Inc. 201-670-9084 • Fax: 201-444-4956 Email: BobRappMail@Yahoo.com • www.RappInd.com

2002 landscape illustrator
www.Lsisoft.com
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Mow and prosper

Making money by mowing grass is simple, right? Get yourself a pickup, a trailer and a big mower, and you've got yourself an instant landscape business. Shazam! What could be easier?

In most areas, all you need is a local business license to start rounding up customers. Customers? They're everywhere. You just find out what the next guy is charging and offer to start cutting for 10% less. Or whatever you feel it will take to get the privilege of mowing that property.

Those of you who have survived that first dangerous flush of unfounded enthusiasm and have gone on to build successful and profitable mowing operations know that it's not that easy. After working yourself almost to death and then facing that second or third year of payments for that once-shiny four-wheel drive pickup, you discovered that you have to charge a fair price for the services you provide.

We can't tell you what you should be charging. Every market is different. Every operation is different. What we can give you is what our research tells us the rest of the industry is charging.

For mowing, that number is $36.78 per hour per employee. We base that number on the results of our 2001 State of the Industry Survey with almost 300 respondents. Caution, that number is a national average.

LM's Best Practices suggests you calculate your hourly rate based on the many factors particular to your operation and the market in which you compete, but if it's much below $36.78, you better park your pickup out back and keep your eye out for the repo man.

### AVERAGE HOURLY RATES FOR MOWING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company revenues</th>
<th>Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 100,000</td>
<td>$41.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101,000-250,000</td>
<td>$38.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251,000-500,000</td>
<td>$36.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501,000-1 million</td>
<td>$35.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 million-5 million</td>
<td>$39.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 5 million</td>
<td>$30.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National avg.</td>
<td>$36.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE: LM 2001 SOI REPORT**

Sound off

What do you think about our hourly charge for mowing? How do you determine your charge?

Every month we'll be providing space for feedback on this page. If we select your comments (even if you don't agree with us), we'll mail you a copy of the book, "Picture Perfect: Mowing Techniques for Lawns, Landscapes and Sports," by David Mellor, grounds supervisor for the Boston Red Sox. We've got several extra signed copies here in the office. You'll love it. Send comments to Best Practices, Landscape Management, 7500 Old Oak Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44130. Or email your response to jstahl@advanstar.com.
Check out these features that set the Dixie Chopper apart!

- Velvet Touch Control Steering - Every "Z" Mower Should Be This Smooth
- Lifetime Mower Frame Warranty* - it Doesn't Get Any Better Than This
- Top Ground Speed of All "Z" Mowers - Makes YOU More Productive
- Engine Options Include Honda, Kawasaki, Kohler, and Yanmar Diesel Power

Call today to experience the Dixie Chopper and see what you've been missing in your business. We'll be glad to tell you and show you what tens of thousands already know; the Dixie Chopper is tops for "Price, Performance and Reliability".

Circle No. 102
WAIT UNTIL YOU SEE IT FROM THE DRIVER'S SEAT.

No matter how you look at it, the brand-new Bunton™ BZT™ 2000 Series riders are built to last, from the tires up. Combined with the proven performance that you expect from Bunton, these ZT riders are loaded with premium extras. Like more gas and diesel engine options, plus extra-tough, 7-gauge steel construction that stands up to the most challenging conditions you encounter. Better still, features like an electric deck lift and a 12-gallon fuel capacity save you time and money. Bunton BZT riders also feature our exclusive 3-2-1 warranty*, so you can rest assured that you've invested in the right mower. Together with our new walk-behinds, they're proof that there's never been a better time to start building your business with Bunton. For more details or a dealer near you, call 1-888-922-TURF or visit us at textronturf.com.

*Bunton three-year warranty includes two years on the walk-behind hydraulic drive and spindles, and one year on the deck and the balance of the machine. Some warranty restrictions apply. Contact your Bunton dealer for details.